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Abstrat: We present basi notions of Gold's learnability in the limit paradigm, rst pre-
sented in 1967, a formalization of the ognitive proess by whih a native speaker gets to
grasp the underlying grammar of his/her own native language by being exposed to well
formed sentenes generated by that grammar. Then we present Lambek grammars, a for-
malism issued from ategorial grammars whih, although not as expressive as needed for
a full formalization of natural languages, is partiularly suited to easily implement a nat-
ural interfae between syntax and semantis. In hte last part of this work, we present a
learnability result for Rigid Lambek grammars from strutured examples.
Key-words: Formal Learning Theory, mahine learning, Lambek alulus, omputational
linguistis, formal grammars
Une étude sur l'apprenabilité
des Grammaires de Lambek Rigides
Résumé : On présente les notions basiques du paradigme d'apprenabilité à la limite pour
une lasse de grammaires formelles deni par Gold en 1967, omme possible formalisation
du proessus ognitif qui permet l'apprentissage d'une langue naturelle à partir d'exemples
d'énonés bien formés. Ensuite, nous presentons les grammaires de Lambek, un formalisme
issu des grammaires atégorielles que, bien que enore insusant à rendre ompte de nombre
de phenomenes linguistiques, a des qualités intéréssantes par rapport à l'interfae syntaxe-
sémantique. Enn, nous présentons un résultat d'apprenabilité pour les grammaires de
Lambek Rigides dans le modèle d'apprentissage de Gold à partir d'exemples struturés.
Mots-lés : Théorie formelle de l'apprentissage, apprentissage automatique, alul de
Lambek, linguistique omputationnelle, grammaires formelles
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1 Introdution
How omes it that human beings, whose ontats with the world are brief and
personal and limited, are nevertheless able to know as muh as they do know?
Sir Bertrand Russell (itato da Noam Chomsky in [Cho75℄).
Formal Learning Theory was rst dened in an artile by E. M. Gold in 1967 (see [Gol67℄)
as a rst eort to provide a rigurous formalization of grammatial inferene, that is the
proess by whih a learner, presented with a ertain given subset of well-formed sentenes of
a given language, gets to infer the grammar that generates it. The typial example of suh
a proess is given by a hild whi gets to master, in a ompletely spontaneous way and on
the basis of the relatively small amount of information provided by sentenes uttered in its
ultural environment, the higly omplex and subtle rules of her mother tongue, to the point
that she an utter orret and original sentenes before her third year of life. In [OWdJM97℄
suh a formal framework is used in the broder ontext of the mathematial formalization of
any kind of indutive reasoning. In this ase the learner is the sientist who, on the basis
of nite amount of empirial evidenes provided by natural phenomena, formulates sienti
hypotheses would ould intensionally aunt for them.
After an initial skeptiism about the grammars that ould be atually learnt in Gold's
paradigm (a skeptiism shared and in a way enouraged by Gold himself, who proves the non-
learnability in its model of the four lasses of grammars of Chomsky's hierarhy), reently
there has been a renewal of interest toward this omputational model of learning. One of
the most reent results is Shinohara's (see [Shi90℄), who proves that as soon as we bound
the number of rules in a ontext-sensitive grammar, it beomes learnable in Gold's paradigm.
Lambek Grammars have reently known a renewed interest as a mathematial tool for
the desription of ertain linguistis phenomena, after having being long negleted after
their rst denition in [Lam58℄. Van Benthem was among the rst who stressed the singu-
lar orrespondene between Montague Semantis (see [Mon97℄) and the notion of struture
assoiated to a sentene of a Lambek grammar. In partiular, a reent work by Hans-Jorg
Tiede (see [Tie99℄) has made learer the notion of struture of a sentene in a Lambek gram-
mar, in ontrast with a previsous denition given by Buszkowski (see [Bus86℄). In doing
so, he gets to prove a meaningful result about Lambek Grammars, that is that the lass of
tree languages generated by Lambek grammars stritly ontains the lass of tree languages
generated by ontext-free grammars.
Setion 2 introdues the basi notions of Learning Theory by Gold and provides a short
review of most important known fat and results about it. Setion 3 is a short introdution
fo Lambek Grammars: we give their denition and we present the features whih make them
attrative from a omputational linguistis point of view. Setion 4 briey presents the lass
of rigid Lambek Grammars, whih is the objet of our lerning algorithm, along with some
basi properties and open questions. In Setion 5 we present a learning algorithm for rigid
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Lambek grammars from a strutured input: the algorithm takes as its input a nite set of
what has been dened in hapter 3 as proof tree strutures. It is proved onvergene for the
algorithm and so the lernability for the lass of rigid Lambek grammars.
INRIA
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2 Grammatial Inferene
2.1 Child's First Language Aquisition
One of the most hallenging goals for modern ognitive sienes is providing a sound theory
aounting for the proess by whih any human being gets to master the highly omplex
and artiulated grammatial struture of her mother tongue in a relatively small amount of
time. Between the age of 3 and 5 we witness in hildren a linguisti explosion, at the end
of whih we an say that the hild masters all the grammatial rules of her mother tongue,
and subsequent learning is not but lexion aquisition. Moreover, ognitive psyhologists
agree (see [OGL95℄) in stating that the learning proess is almost ompletely based on
positive evidene provided by the ultural environment wherein the hild is grown up: that
is, orret statements belonging to her mother tongue. Negative evidene (any information
or feedbak given to the hild to identify not-well-formed sentenes), is almost ompletely
absent and, in any ase, doesn't seem to play any signiant role in the proess of learning
(see [Pin94℄). Simply stated, the hild aquires a language due to the exposition to orret
sentenes oming from her linguisti environment and not to the negative feedbak she gets
when she utters a wrong sentene.
Providing a formal framework wherein to insribe suh an astounding ability to extrat
highly artiulated knowledge (i.e. the grammar of a human language) from a relatively small
amount of raw data (i.e. the statements of the language the hild is exposed to during
her early hildhood) was one of the major fores that led to the the denition of a formal
learning theory as the one we are going to desribe in the following setions.
2.2 Gold's Model
The proess of a hild's rst language aquisition an be seen as an instane of the more
general problem of grammatial inferene. In partiular we will restrit our attention to
the proess of inferene from positive data only. Simply stated, it's the proess by whih a
learner an aquire the whole grammatial struture of a formal language on the basis of
well-formed sentenes belonging to the target language.
In 1967 Gold dened (see [Gol67℄) the formal model for the proess of grammatial
inferene from positive data that will be adopted in the present work. In Gold's model,
grammatial inferene is oneived as an innite proess during whih a learner is presented
with an innite stream of sentenes s0, s1, . . . , sn . . ., belonging to language whih has to be
learnt, one sentene at a time. Eah time the learner is presented with a new sentene si,
she formulates a new hypothesis Gi on the nature of the underlying grammar that ould
generate the language the sentenes she has seen so far belong to: sine she is exposed to
an innite number of sentenes, she will onjeture an innite number of (not neessarily
dierent) grammars G0, G1, . . . , Gn . . ..
RR n° 0123456789
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s0︸︷︷︸
G0
, s1
︸ ︷︷ ︸
G1
, . . . , sn
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gn
.
.
.
, . . .
︸ ︷︷ ︸
G
Two basi assumptions are made about the stream of sentenes she is presented with:
(i) only grammatial sentenes (i.e. belonging to the target language) appear in the stream,
oherently with our ommitment to the proess of grammar indution from positive data
only; (ii) every possible sentene of the language must appear in the stream (whih must be
therefore an enumeration of the elements of the language).
The learning proess is onsidered suessful when, from a given point onward, the gram-
mar onjetured by the learner doesn't hange anymore and it oinides with the grammar
that atually generates the target language. It is important to stress the fat that one
an never know at any nite stage whether the learning has been suessful or not due to
the innite nature of the learning proess itself: at eah nite stage, no one an predit
whether next sentene will hange or not the urrent hypothesis. The goal of the theory
lies in devising a suessful strategy for making guesses, that is, one whih an be proved to
onverge to the orret grammar after a nite (but unknown) amount of time (or positive
evidene, whih is the same in our model). Gold alled this riterion of suessful learning
identiation in the limit.
Aording to this riterion, a lass of grammars is said to be learnable when, for any
language generated by a grammar belonging to the lass, and for any enumeration of its
sentenes, there is a learner that suessfully identies the orret grammar that generates
the language. A good deal of urrent researh on formal learning theory is devoted to
identifying non-trivial lasses of languages whih are learnable in Gold's model or useful
riterions to dedue (un)learnability for a lass of languages on the basis of some strutural
property of the language.
As it will be made lear in the following setions, aepting this riterion for suessful
learning means that we are not interested in when the learning has taken plae: in fat there's
no eetive way to deide if it has or not at any nite stage. Our aim is to devise eetive
proedures suh that, if applied to the innite input stream of sentenes, are guaranteed to
onverge to the grammar we are looking for, if it exists.
3 Basi Notions
We present here a short review of (Formal) Learning Theory as desribed in [Kan98℄, whene
we take the prinipal denitions and notation onventions.
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3.1 Grammar Systems
The st step in the formalization of the learning proess is the formal denition of both
the ultural environment wherein this proess takes plae and the positive evidenes the
learner is exposed to. To do this, we introdue the notion of grammar system.
Denition 3.1 (Grammar System) A grammar system is a triple 〈Ω,S,L〉, where
 Ω is a ertain reursive set of nitary objets on whih mehanial omputations an
be arried out;
 S is a ertain reursive subset of Σ∗, where Σ is a given nite alphabet;
 L is a funtion that maps elements of Ω to subsets of S, i.e. L : Ω→ ℘(S).
We an think of Ω as the hypothesis spae, whene the learner takes her grammatial
onjetures, aording to the positive examples she has been exposed to up to a ertain nite
stage of the learning proess. Elements of Ω are alled grammars.
Positive examples presented to the learner belong to the set S (often we simply have
S = Σ∗); its elements are alled sentenes, while its subsets are alled languages. As it will
be made lear in the following setions, the nature of elements in S strongly inuenes the
proess of learning: intuitively, we an guess that the more information they bear, the easier
the learning proess is, if it is possible at all.
The funtion L maps eah grammar G belonging to Ω into a subset of S whih is desig-
nated as the language generated by G. That's why we often refer to L as the naming funtion.
The question of whether s ∈ L(G) holds between any s ∈ S and G ∈ Ω is addressed to as
the universal membership problem.
Example 3.2 Let Σ be any nite alphabet and let DFA be the set of deterministi nite
automata whose input alphabet is Σ. For every M ∈ DFA, let L(M) be the set of strings
over Σ aepted by M . Then 〈DFA,Σ∗,L〉 is a grammar system.
Example 3.3 Let Σ be any nite alphabet and let RegExpr be the set of regular expressions
over Σ. For every r ∈ RegExpr, let L(r) be the regular language represented by r. Then
〈RegExpr,Σ∗,L〉 is a grammar system.
Example 3.4 (Angluin, 1980) Let Σ any nite alphabet, and let V ar be a ountably in-
nite set of variables, disjoint from Σ. A pattern over Σ is any element of (Σ ∪ V ar)+: let
Pat be the set of patterns over Σ. For every p ∈ Pat, let L(p) be the set of strings that
an be obtained from p by uniformly replaing eah variable x ourring in p by some string
w ∈ Σ+. The triple 〈Pat,Σ+,L〉 is a grammar system.
RR n° 0123456789
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Figure 1: Grammatial Inferene
3.2 Learning Funtions, Convergene, Learnability
One formally dened both the set of possible guesses the learner an make and the set
of the positive examples she is exposed to, we need a formal notion for the mehanism by
whih the learner formulates hypotheses, on the basis nite sets of well-formed sentenes of
a given language, about the grammar that generates them.
Denition 3.5 (Learning Funtion) Let 〈Ω,S,L〉 be a grammar system. A learning
funtion is a partial funtion that maps nite sets of sentenes to grammars,
ϕ :
⋃
k≥1
Sk ⇀ Ω
where Sk denotes the set of k-ary sequenes of sentenes.
A learning funtion an be seen as a formal model of the ognitive proess by whih a learner
onjetures that a given nite set of sentenes belongs to the language generated by a ertain
grammar. Sine it's partial, possibly the learner annot infer any grammar from the stream
of sentenes she has seen so far.
Aording to the informal model outlined in setion 2.2, in a suessful learning proess,
we require the guesses made by the learner to remain the same from a ertain point onward
in the innite proess of learning. That is to say, there must be a nite stage (even if we
INRIA
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don't know whih one) after whih the grammar inferred on the basis of all the positive
examples the learner has seen so far is always the same. This informal idea an be made
preise by introduing the notion of onvergene for a learning funtion:
Denition 3.6 (Convergene) Let 〈Ω,S,L〉 be a grammar system, ϕ a learning funtion,
〈si〉i∈N = 〈s0, s1, . . .〉
an innite sequene of sentenes belonging to S, and let
Gi = ϕ(〈s0, . . . , si〉)
for any i ∈ N suh that ϕ is dened on the nite sequene 〈s0, . . . , si〉. ϕ is said to onverge
to G on 〈si〉i∈N if there exists n ∈ N suh that, for eah i ≥ n, Gi is dened and Gi = G
(equivalently, if Gi = G for all but nitely many i ∈ N).
As we've already pointed out, one an never say exatly if and when onvergene of a
learning funtion to a ertain grammar has taken plae: this is due to the innite nature of
the proess by whih a learner gets to learn a given language in Gold's model. At any nite
stage of the learning proess there's no way to know whether the next sentene the learner
will see auses the urrent hypothesis to hange or not.
We will say that a lass of grammars is learnable when for eah language generated
by its grammars there exists a learning funtion whih onverges to the orret underlying
grammar on the basis of any enumeration of the sentenes of the language. Formally:
Denition 3.7 (Learning G) Let 〈Ω,S,L〉 be a grammar system, and G ⊆ Ω a given set
of grammars. The learning funtion ϕ is said to learn G if the following ondition holds:
 for every language L ∈ L(G) = {L(G) | G ∈ G},
 and for every innite sequene 〈si〉i∈N that enumerates L (i.e., {si | i ∈ N} = L)
there exists a G ∈ G suh that L(G) = L, suh that ϕ onverges to G on 〈si〉i∈N.
So we will say that a given learning funtion onverges to a single grammar, but that it
learns a lass of grammars. The learning for a single grammar, indeed, ould be trivially
implemented by a learning funtion that, for any given sequene of sentenes as input, always
returns that grammar.
Denition 3.8 (Learnability of a Class of Grammars) A lass G of grammars is alled
learnable if and only if there exists a learning funtion that learns G. It is alled eetively
learnable if and only if there is a omputable learning funtion that learns G.
Obviously eetive learnability implies learnability.
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Example 3.9 Let 〈Ω,S,L〉 be any grammar system and let G = {G0, G1, G2} ⊆ Ω and
suppose there are elements w1, w2 ∈ S suh that w1 ∈ L(G1) − L(G0) and w2 ∈ L(G2) −
(L(G1) ∪ L(G0)). Then it's easy to verify that the following learning funtion learns G:
ϕ(〈s0, . . . , si〉) =


G2 if w2 ∈ {s0, . . . , si},
G1 if w1 ∈ {s0, . . . , si} and w2 6∈ {s0, . . . , si},
G0 otherwise.
Example 3.10 Let's onsider the grammar system 〈CFG,Σ∗,L〉 of ontext-free grammars
over the alphabet Σ. Let G be the sublass of CFG onsisting of grammars whose rules are
all of the form
S → w,
where w ∈ Σ∗. We an easily see that L(G) is exatly the lass of nite languages over Σ.
Let's dene the learning funtion ϕ as
ϕ(〈s0, . . . , si〉) = 〈Σ, {S}, S, P 〉,
where
P = {S → s0, . . . , S → si}.
Then ϕ learns G.
3.3 Strutural Conditions for (Un)Learnability
One of the rst important results in learnability theory presented in [Gol67℄ was a suient
ondition to dedue the unlearnability of a lass G of grammars on the basis of some formal
properties of the lass of languages L = L(G) (see theorem 3.14). We present here some
strutural onditions suient to dedue (un)learnability for a lass of grammars. Suh
results are useful to get a deeper understanding to the general problem of learnability for a
lass of grammars.
3.3.1 Existene of a Limit Point
Let's dene the notion of limit point for a lass of languages:
Denition 3.11 (Limit Point) A lass L of languages has a limit point if there exists an
innite sequene 〈Ln〉n∈N of languages in L suh that
L0 ⊂ L1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ln ⊂ · · ·
and there exists another language L ∈ L suh that
L =
⋃
n∈N
Ln
The language L is alled limit point of L.
INRIA
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L0 L1 L2 Ln
L
Figure 2: A limit point for a lass of languages.
Lemma 3.12 (Blum and Blum's loking sequene lemma, 1975)
Suppose that a learning funtion ϕ onverges on every innite sequene that enumerates a
language L. Then there is a nite sequene 〈w0, . . . , wl〉 (alled a loking sequene for ϕ
and L) with the following properties:
(i) {w0, . . . , wl} ⊆ L,
(ii) for every nite sequene 〈v0, . . . , vm〉, if {v0, . . . , vm} ⊆ L, then ϕ(〈w0, . . . , wl〉) =
ϕ(〈w0, . . . , wl, v0, . . . , vm〉).
Intuitively enough, the previous lemma (see [BB75℄) states that if a learning funtion on-
verges, then there must exist a nite subsequene of input sentenes that loks the guess
made by the learner on the grammar the learning funtion onverges to: that is to say,
the learning funtion returns always the same grammar for any input stream of sentenes
ontaining that nite sequene.
The loking sequene lemma proves one of the rst unlearnability riterions in Gold's
learnability framework:
Theorem 3.13 If L(G) has a limit point, then G is not learnable.
An easy onsequene of the previous theorem is the following
Theorem 3.14 (Gold, 1967) For any grammar system, a lass G of grammars is not
learnable if L(G) ontains all nite languages and at least one innite language.
Proof sketh. Let L1 ⊂ L2 ⊂ . . . be a sequene of nite languages and let L∞ =
⋃∞
i=1 Li.
Suppose there were a learning funtion ϕ that learns the lass {L | L is nite}∪{L∞}. Then
ϕ must identify any nite language in a nite amount of time. But then we an build an
innite sequene of sentenes that fores ϕ to make an innite number of mistakes: we rst
present ϕ with enough examples from L1 to make it guess L1; then with enough examples
from L2 to make it guess L2, and so on. Note that all our examples belong to L∞.
RR n° 0123456789
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3.3.2 (In)Finite Elastiity
As we've seen in the previous setion, the existene of a limit point for a lass of languages
implies the existene of an innite asending hain of languages like the one desribed by
the following, weaker ondition:
Denition 3.15 (Innite Elastiity) A lass L of languages is said to have innite elas-
tiity if there exists an innite sequene 〈sn〉n∈N of sentenes and an innite sequene
〈Ln〉n∈N of languages suh that for every n ∈ N,
sn /∈ Ln,
and
{s0, . . . , sn} ⊆ Ln+1.
The following denition, although trivial, identies an extremely useful riterion to dedue
learnability for a lass of grammars:
Denition 3.16 (Finite Elastiity) A lass L of languages is said to have nite elastiity
if it doesn't have innite elastiity.
Dana Angluin proposed in [Ang80℄ a haraterization of the notion of learnability in
a restritive setting whih is of paramount importane in formal learning theory. Suh
restritions are about the membership problem and the reursive enumerability for the lass
of grammars whose learnability is at issue. Let 〈Ω,S,L〉 be a grammar system and G ⊆ Ω
a lass of grammars, let's dene:
Condition 3.17 There is an algorithm that, given s ∈ S and G ∈ G, determines whether
s ∈ L(G).
Condition 3.18 G is a reursively enumerable lass of grammars.
Condition 3.17 is usually referred to as deidability for the universal membership problem,
and ondition 3.18 as the reursive enumerability ondition. Suh restritions are not unusual
in onrete situations where learnability is at issue, so they don't signiantly aet the
usefulness of the following haraterization of the notion learnability under suh restritive
onditions.
Theorem 3.19 (Angluin 1980) Let 〈Ω,S,L〉 be a grammar system for whih both on-
ditions 3.17 and 3.18 hold, and let G be a reursively enumerable subset of Ω. Then G is
learnable if and only if there exists a omputable partial funtion ψ : Ω× N ⇀ S suh that:
(i) for all n ∈ N, ψ(G,n) is dened if and only if G ∈ G and L(G) 6= ∅;
(ii) for all G ∈ G, TG = {ψ(G,n) | n ∈ N} is a nite subset of L(G);
(iii) for all G,G′ ∈ G, if TG ⊆ L(G′), then L(G′) 6⊂ L(G).
INRIA
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Note: From this point onward, unless otherwise stated, we will restrit our attention to
lasses of grammars that fulll both ondition 3.17 and ondition 3.18.
Angluin's theorem introdues the notion of TG as the tell-tale set for a given language.
Learnability in the restrited environment is haraterized by the existene of a mehanism
(the funtion ψ) to enumerate all the sentenes belonging to suh a nite subset of the target
language. Even more, a tell-tale set for a given grammar G is suh that if it is inluded in
the language generated by another grammar G′, then
 either L(G) is inluded in L(G′),
 or L(G′) ontains other sentenes as well as those belonging to L(G).
Otherwise stated, it is never the ase that TG ⊆ L(G′) ⊆ L(G). The point of the tell-tale
subset is that one the strings of that subset have appeared among the sample strings, we
need not fear overgeneralization in guessing a grammar G. This is beause the true answer,
even if it is not L(G), annot be a proper subset of L(G). This means that a learner who
has seen only the sentenes belonging to the tell-tale set for a given grammar G, is justied
in onjeturing G as the underlying grammar, sine doing so never results in overshooting
or inonsisteny.
L( )G
TG
L( )G´
L( ´´)G
Figure 3: A tell-tale set for L(G).
As a onsequene of Angluin's theorem, Wright proved in [Wri89℄ the following
Theorem 3.20 (Wright, 1989) Let 〈Ω,S,L〉 and G be as in theorem 3.19. If L(G) has
nite elastiity, then G is learnable.
In suh a restrited framework, therefore, the task of proving learnability for a ertain lass
of grammars an be redued to the usually simpler task of proving its nite elastiity.
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Due to Wright's theorem we an establish the following useful impliations
L(G) has nite elastiity
†
⇒ G is learnable
L(G) has a limit point ⇒ G is unlearnable
G is unlearnable
†
⇒ L(G) has innite elastiity
The impliations indiated by
†
⇒ depend on the deidability of universal membership and
reursive enumerability of the lass of grammars at issue, as dened in onditions 3.17 and
3.18.
3.3.3 Kanazawa's Theorem
The following theorem (see [Kan98℄), whih is a generalization of a previous theorem by
Wright, provides a suient ondition for a lass of grammars to have nite elastiity, and
therefore to be learnable. A relation R ⊆ Σ∗ × Υ∗ is said to be nite-valued if and only if
for every s ∈ Σ∗, the set {u ∈ Υ∗ | sRu} is nite.
Theorem 3.21 Let M be a lass of languages over Υ that has nite elastiity, and let
R ⊆ Σ∗ × Υ∗ be a nite-valued relation. Then L = {R−1[M ] | M ∈ M} also has nite
elastiity.
This theorem is a powerful tool to prove nite elastiity (and therefore learnability) for
lasses of grammars. One we prove the nite elastiity for a ertain lass of grammars
in the straight way, we an get a proof for nite elastiity of other lasses of grammars,
due to the relatively loose requirements of the theorem. All we have to do is to devise a
smart nite-valued relation between the rst lass and a new lass of grammars suh that
the anti-image of the latter under this relation is the lass for whih we want to prove nite
elastiity.
Σ* Υ *
R
MM]R  [-1
Figure 4: Kanazawa's theorem.
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3.4 Constraints on Learning Funtions
In the denition of learnability nothing is said about the behaviour of learning funtions
apart from onvergene to a orret grammar. Further onstraints an be imposed: one an
hoose a ertain learning strategy. Intuitively, a strategy refers to a poliy, or preferene,
for hoosing hypotheses. Formally, a strategy an be analyzed as merely piking a subset of
possible learning funtions. Strategies an be grouped by numerous properties. We hoose
to group them by restritiveness, dened as follows:
Denition 3.22 (Restritiveness) If a strategy onstrains the lass of learnable languages
it is said to be restritive.
For example, strategies are grouped as omputational onstraints (omputability, time
omplexity), onstraints on potential onjetures (onsisteny), onstraints on the relation
between onjetures (onservatism), et. Sine the lasses we will be disussing are all lasses
of reursive languages, restritive will be taken to mean restritive for lasses of reursive
languages.
3.4.1 Non-restritive Constraints
The proof of theorem 3.19 implies that in a grammar system where universal membership
is deidable, a reursively enumerable lass of grammars is learnable if and only if there is a
omputable learning funtion that learns it order-independently, prudently, and is responsive
and onsistent on this lass.
Denition 3.23 (Order-independent Learning) A learning funtion ϕ learns G order-
independently if for all L ∈ L(G), there exists G ∈ G suh that L(G) = L and for all innite
sequenes 〈si〉i∈N that enumerate L, ϕ onverges on 〈si〉i∈N to G.
Intuitively this seems a reasonable strategy. There does not seem to be an a priori reason
why either the order of presentation should inuene the nal hoie of hypothesis. On the
other hand, it has already been proved (see [JORS99℄) that in any grammar system, a lass
of grammars is learnable if and only if there is a omputable learning funtion that learns
it order-independently.
Denition 3.24 (Exat Learning) A learning funtion ϕ learns G exatly if for all G′
suh that ϕ learns G′, L(G′) ⊆ L(G).
In other words, the learning funtion will not hypothesize grammars that are outside its
lass. This is not really a onstraint on learning funtions, but on the relation between a
lass of languages and a learning funtion. For every learning funtion there exists a lass
that it learns exatly. The reason for this onstraint is the idea that hildren only learn
languages that have at least a ertain minimal expressiveness. If we want to model language
learning, we want learning funtions to learn a hosen lass exatly. There seems to be
empirial support for this idea. Some of it omes from studies of hildren raised in pidgin
dialets, some from studies of sensory deprived hildren (see [Pin94℄).
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Denition 3.25 (Prudent Learning) A learning funtion ϕ learns G prudently if ϕ learns
G and range(ϕ) ⊆ G.
Note that prudent learning implies exat learning. This redues to the ondition that a
learning funtion should only produe a hypothesis if the learning funtion an bak up its
hypotheses, i.e. if the hypothesis is onrmed by the input, the learning funtion is able to
identify the language.
Denition 3.26 (Responsive Learning) A learning funtion ϕ is responsive on G if for
any L ∈ L(G) and for any nite sequene 〈s0, . . . , si〉 of elements of L ({〈s0, . . . , si〉} ⊆ L),
ϕ(〈s0, . . . , si〉) is dened.
This onstraint an be regarded as the omplement of prudent learning: if all sentenes
found in the input are in a language in the lass of languages learned, the learning funtion
should always produe a hypothesis.
Denition 3.27 (Consistent Learning) A learning funtion ϕ is onsistent on G if for
any L ∈ L(G) and for any nite sequene 〈s0, . . . , si〉 of elements of L, either ϕ(〈s0, . . . , si〉)
is undened or {s0, . . . , si} ⊆ L(ϕ(〈s0, . . . , si〉)).
The idea behind this onstraint is that all the data given should be explained by the hosen
hypothesis. It should be self-evident that this is a desirable property. Indeed, one would
almost expet it to be part of the denition of learning. However, learning funtions that
are not onsistent are not neessarily trivial. If, for example, the input is noisy, it would not
be unreasonable for a learning funtion to ignore ertain data beause it onsiders them as
unreliable. Also, it is a well known fat that hildren do not learn languages onsistently.
3.4.2 Restritive Constraints
Denition 3.28 (Set-Drivenness) A learning funtion ϕ learns G set-driven if ϕ(〈s0, . . . , si〉)
is determined by {s0, . . . , si} or, more preisely, if the following holds: whenever {s0, . . . , si} =
{u0, . . . , uj}, ϕ(〈s0, . . . , si〉) is dened if and only if ϕ(〈u0, . . . , uj〉) is dened, and if they
are dened, they are equal.
It is easy to see that set-drivenness implies order-independene. Set-driven learning ould be
very loosely desribed as order-independent learning with the addition of ignoring doubles
in the input. It is obvious that this is a nie property for a learning funtion to have:
one would not expet the hoie of hypothesis to be inuened by repeated presentation of
the same data. The assumption here is that the order of presentation and the number of
repetitions are essentially arbitrary, i.e. they arry no information that is of any use to the
learning funtion. One an devise situations where this is not the ase.
Denition 3.29 (Conservative Learning) A learning funtion ϕ is onservative if for
any nite sequene 〈s0, . . . , si〉 of sentenes and for any sentene si+1, whenever ϕ(〈s0, . . . , si〉)
is dened and si+1 ∈ L(ϕ(〈s0, . . . , si〉)), ϕ(〈s0, . . . , si, si+1〉) is also dened and ϕ(〈s0, . . . , si〉) =
ϕ(〈s0, . . . , si, si+1〉).
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At rst glane onservatism may seem a desirable property. Why hange your hypothesis
if there is no diret need for it? One ould imagine ases, however, where it would not
be unreasonable for a learning funtion to hange its mind, even though the new data ts
in the urrent hypothesis. Suh a funtion ould for example make reasonable but wild
guesses whih it ould later retrat. The funtion ould note after a while that the inputs
over only a proper subset of its onjetured language. While suh behaviour will sometimes
result in temporarily overshooting, suh a funtion ould still be guaranteed to onverge to
the orret hypothesis in the limit.
It is a ommon assumption in ognitive siene that human ognitive proesses an be
simulated by omputer. This would lead one to believe that hildren's learning funtions
are omputable. The orresponding strategy is the set of all partial and total reursive
funtions. Sine this is only a subset of all possible funtions, the omputability strategy is
a non trivial hypothesis, but not neessarily a restritive one.
The omputability onstraint interats with onsisteny (see [Ful88℄):
Proposition 3.30 There is a olletion of languages that is identiable by a omputable
learning funtion but by no onsistent, omputable learning funtion.
The omputability onstraint also interats with onservative learning (see [Ang80℄):
Proposition 3.31 (Angluin, 1980) There is a olletion of languages that is identiable
by a omputable learning funtion but by no onservative, omputable learning funtion.
Denition 3.32 (Monotoniity) The learning funtion ϕ is monotone inreasing if for all
nite sequenes 〈s0, . . . , sn〉 and 〈s0, . . . , sn+m〉, whenever ϕ(〈s0, . . . , sn〉) and ϕ(〈s0, . . . , sn+m〉)
are dened,
L(ϕ(〈s0, . . . , sn〉)) ⊆ L(ϕ(〈s0, . . . , sn+m〉)).
When a learning funtion that is monotone inreasing hanges its hypothesis, the language
assoiated with the previous hypothesis will be (properly) inluded in the language assoi-
ated with the new hypothesis. There seems to be little or no empirial support for suh a
onstraint.
Denition 3.33 (Inrementality, Kanazawa 1998) The learning funtion ϕ is inre-
mental if there exists a omputable funtion ψ suh that
ϕ(〈s0, . . . , sn+1〉) ≃ ψ(ϕ(〈s0, . . . , sn〉), sn+1).
An inremental learning funtion does not need to store previous data. All it needs is urrent
input, sn, and its previous hypothesis. A generalized form of this onstraint, alled memory
limitation, limits aess for a learning funtion to only n previous elements of the input
sequene. This seems reasonable from an empirial point of view; it seems improbable that
hildren (unonsiously) store all utteranes they enounter.
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Note that, on an innite sequene enumerating language L in L(G), a onservative learn-
ing funtion ϕ learning G never outputs any grammar that generates a proper superset of L.
Let ϕ be a onservative and omputable learning funtion that is responsive and onsis-
tent on G, and learns G prudently. Then, whenever {s0, . . . , sn} ⊆ L for some L ∈ L(G),
L(ϕ(〈s0, . . . , sn〉)) must be a minimal element of the set {L ∈ L(G) | {s0, . . . , sn} ⊆ L}. This
implies the following ondition:
Condition 3.34 There is a omputable partial funtion ψ that takes any nite set D of
sentenes and maps it to a grammar ψ(D) ∈ G suh that L(ψ(D)) is a minimal element of
{L ∈ L(G) | D ⊆ L} whenever the latter set is non-empty.
Denition 3.35 Let ψ a omputable funtion satisfying ondition 3.34. Dene a learning
funtion ϕ as follows
ϕ(〈s0〉) ≃ ψ({s0}),
ϕ(〈s0, . . . , si + 1〉) ≃
{
ϕ(〈s0, . . . , si〉) if si+1 ∈ L(ϕ(〈s0, . . . , si〉)),
ψ({s0, . . . , si+1}) otherwise.
Under ertain onditions the funtion just dened is guaranteed to learn G, one suh ase is
where L(G has nite elastiity.
Proposition 3.36 Let G be a lass of grammars suh that L(G) has nite elastiity, and a
omputable funtion ψ satisfying ondition 3.34 exists. Then the learning funtion ϕ dened
in denition 3.35 learns G.
4 Is Learning Theory Powerful Enough?
4.1 First Negative Results
One of the main and apparently disouraging onsequenes of the theorem 3.14 proved by
Gold in the original artile wherein he laid the foundations of Formal Learning Theory was
that none of the four lasses of Chomsky's Hierarhy is learnable under the riterion of
identiation in the limit. Suh a rst negative result has been taken for a long time as
a proof that identifying languages from positive data aording to his identiation in the
limit riterion was too hard a task. Gold himself looks quite pessimisti about the future of
the theory he has just dened along its main diretions:
However, the results presented in the last setion show that only the most trivial
lass of languages onsidered is learnable... [Gol67℄
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4.2 Angluin's Results
The rst example of non-trivial lass of learnable grammars was disovered by Dana Angluin
(see [Ang80℄). If Pat is dened like in example 3.4, we an prove that the lass of all
pattern languages has nite elastiity and, therefore, it is learnable. Furthermore, suh a
learnable lass of grammars was also the rst example of an interesting lass of grammars
that ross-uts Chomsky Hierarhy, therefore showing that Chomsky's is not but one of
many meaningful possible lassiations for formal grammars.
4.3 Shinohara's Results
Initial pessimism about eetive usefulness of Gold's notion of identiation in the limit was
denitely abandoned after an impressive result by Shinohara who proves (see [Shi90℄), that
k-rigid ontext sensitive grammars (ontext-sensitive grammars over a nite alphabet Σ with
at most k rules), have nite elastiity for any k. Sine the universal membership problem
for ontext-sensitive grammars is deidable, that lass of grammars is learnable. This is a
partiular ase of his more general result about nite elastiity for what he alls monotoni
formal system.
4.4 Kanazawa's Results
Makoto Kanazawa in [Kan98℄ makes another deisive step toward bridging the existing
gap between Formal Learning Theory and omputational linguistis. Indeed, he gets some
important results on the learnability for some non-trivial sublasses of Classial Categorial
Grammars (also known as AB Grammars). Analogously to what is done in [Shi90℄ he proves
that as soon as we bound the maximum number of types a lassial ategorial grammar
assigns to a word, we get sublasses whih an be eetively learnable: in partiular, he
proves eetive learnability for the lass of k-valued Classial Categorial Grammars, both
from strutures and from strings.
In the rst ase, eah string of the language the learner is presented to omes with
additional information about the underlying struture indued by the grammar formalism
that generates the language. The availability of suh additional information for eah string
is somewhat in ontrast with Gold's model of learning and gives rise to weaker results.
On the other hand, psyhologial plausibility of the proess is preserved by the fat that
suh an underlying struture an be seen as some kind of semanti information that ould
be available to the hild learning the language from the very early stages of her ognitive
development.
4.5 Our Results
The present work pushes Kanazawa's results a little further in the diretion of proving the
eetive learnability for more and more powerful and expressive lasses of formal languages.
In partiular, we will be able to prove learnability for the lass of Rigid Lambek Grammars
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(see hapter 9) and to show an eetive algorithm to learn them on the basis of a strutured
input. Muh is left to be done along this diretion of researh, sine even a formal theory
for Rigid Lambek Grammars is still under-developed. However, our results onrm one
again that initial pessimism toward this paradigm of learning was largely unjustied, and
that even quite a omplex and linguistially motivated formalism like Lambek Grammars
an be learnt aording to it.
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5 Lambek Grammars
In 1958 Joahim Lambek proposed (see [Lam58℄) to extend the formalism of Classial Cate-
gorial Grammars (sometimes referred to also as Basi Categorial Grammars or BCGs) by a
dedutive system to derive type-hange rules. A BCG is basially as a nite relation between
the nite set of symbols of the alphabet (usually referred to as words) and a nite set of
types. Combinatory properties of eah word are ompletely determined by the shape of its
types, whih an be ombined aording to a small set of rules, xed one and for all BCGs.
Lambek's proposal marked the irruption of logis into grammars: Lambek grammars ome
with a whole dedutive system that allows the type of a symbol to be replaed with a weaker
type.
It was rst realized by van Benthem (in [vB87℄) that the proofs of these type hanges
priniples arry important information about their semanti interpretation, following the
Curry-Howard isomorphism. Thus, the notion of a proof theoretial grammar was proposed
that replaes formal grammars (see [Cho56℄) with dedutive systems and that inludes a
systemati semantis for natural languages based on the relationship between proof theory
and type theory. Thus, rather than onsidering grammatial ategories as unanalyzed prim-
itives, they are taken to be formulas onstruted from atoms and onnetives, and rather
than dening grammars with respet to rewrite rules, grammars are dened by the rules of
inferene governing the onnetives used in the syntati ategories.
Due to the renewed interest in ategorial grammars in the eld of omputational lin-
guistis, Lambek (Categorial) Grammars (LCGs) are urrently onsidered as a promising
formalism. They enjoy the relative simpliity of a tightly onstrained formalism as that for
BCGs, together with the linguistially attrative feature of full lexialization.
Besides, although Pentus proved (in [Pen97℄) that Lambek grammars generate exatly
ontext-free (string) languages, in [Tie99℄ it has been shown that their strong generative
apaity is greater than that of ontext-free grammars. These features make them an in-
teresting subjet for our inquiry about their properties with respet to Gold's Learnability
Theory.
5.1 Classial Categorial Grammars
The main idea whih lies behind the theory of Categorial Grammars is to oneive a grammar
instead as a set of rules whih generate any string of the language, as a system whih assigns
to eah symbol of the alphabet a set of types whih an be ombined aording to a small
set of rules, xed for the whole lass of Classial Categorial Grammars.
A ontext-free grammar á la Chomsky is made of a set of rules that generate all the strings
of a given language in a top-down fashion, starting from an initial symbol whih identies
all the well-formed strings. On the ontrary, a ategorial grammar aepts a sequene of
symbols of the alphabet as a well-formed string if and only if a sequene of types assigned to
them redues (in a bottom-up fashion) aording to a xed set of rules, to a distinguished
type whih designates well-formed strings.
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Denition 5.1 (Classial Categorial Grammar)
A Classial Categorial Grammar (heneforth CCG) is a quadruple 〈Σ, P r, F, s〉, suh that
 Σ is a nite set (the terminal symbols or voabulary),
 Pr is a nite set (the non-terminal symbols or atomi ategories),
 F is a funtion from Σ to nite subsets of Tp, where Tp is the smallest set suh that:
1. Pr ⊆ Tp
2. if A,B ∈ Tp, then (A/B), (A\B) ∈ Tp
If F (a) = {A1, . . . , An} we usually write G : a 7→ A1, . . . , An.
 s ∈ Pr is the distinguished atomi ategory
In a CCG, ombinatory properties are uniquely determined by their struture. There
are only two modes of type ombination: so-alled (aording to the notation introdued
in [Lam58℄ and almost universally adopted) Bakward Appliation:
A,A\B ⇒ B
and Forward Appliation:
B/A,A⇒ B.
A non-empty sequene of types A1, . . . , An is said to derive a type B, that is
A1, . . . , An ⇒ B,
if repeated appliations of the rules of Bakward and Forward appliation to the sequene
A1, . . . , An results in B.
In order to dene the language generated by a CCG we have to establish a riterion to
identify a string belonging to that language. That's what is done by the following
Denition 5.2 The binary relation
⇒⊆ Tp∗ × Tp∗
is dened as follows. Let A,B ∈ Tp, let α, β ∈ Tp∗,
α A A\B β ⇒ α B β
α B/A A β ⇒ α B β
The language generated by a CCG G is the set
{a1 · · · an ∈ Σ
∗ | for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ∃Ai, G : ai 7→ Ai, and A1 . . . An
∗
⇒ s}
where
∗
⇒ is the reexive, transitive losure of ⇒.
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Informally, we an say that a string of symbols belongs to the language generated by a CCG
if there exists a derivation of the distinguished ategory s out of at least one sequene of
types assigned by the grammar to the symbols of the string.
Example 5.3 The following grammar generates the language {anbn | n > 0}:
a : s/B,
b : B, s\B
Here is a derivation for a3b3:
s/B s/B s/B B s\B s\B ⇒ s/B s/B s s\B s\B ⇒
s/B s/B B s\B ⇒ s/B s s\B ⇒
s/B B ⇒ s
Weak generative apaity of CCGs was haraterized by Gaifman (see [BH64℄):
Theorem 5.4 (Gaifman, 1964) The set of languages generated by CCGs oinides with
the set of ontext-free languages.
From the proof of Gaifman's theorem, we immediately obtain the following normal form
theorem:
Theorem 5.5 (Gaifman normal form) Every ategorial grammar is equivalent to a at-
egorial grammar whih assigns only ategories of the form
A,A/B, (A/B)/C.
Example 5.6 A CCG equivalent to that in example 5.3 in Gaifman normal form is the
following
a : s/B, (s/B)/s
b : B
and here is a derivation for a3b3:
(s/B)/B
(s/B)/s
s/B B
s
s/B B
s
s/B B
s
In the previous example we make use for the rst time of a natural dedution notation
for derivations, that in the present work will substitute the umbersome notation used in
example 5.3.
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5.2 Extensions of Classial Categorial Grammars
As stated in the previous setion, CCG formalism omes with only two redution rules whih
yield smaller types out of larger ones. Montague's work on semantis (see [Mon97℄) led to
the denition of two further type-raising rules, by whih it is possible to onstrut new
syntati ategories out of atomi ones. We an extend the denition of CCGs as presented
in the previous setion by adding to the former denition two new type hange rules:
αBβ ⇒ α(A/B)\Aβ
αBβ ⇒ αA/(B\A)β
Other type-hange rules that were proposed are the omposition:
A/B B/C
A/C
C\B B\A
C\A
and the Geah Rules:
A/B
(A/C)/(B/C)
B\A
(C\B)\(C\A)
We an extend the formalism of CCG by adding to denition 5.2 any type hange rule
we need to formalize spei phenomena in natural language. Suh a rule-based approah
was adopted by Steedman (see [Ste93℄) who enrihes lassial ategorial grammar formalism
with a nite number of type-hanges rules. On the other hand, as it will be made lear in
the following setion, Lambek's approah is a dedutive one: he denes a alulus in whih
type hanges rules spring out as a onsequene of the operations performed on the types.
One ould ask why we should follow the dedutive rather than the rule-based approah.
To begin with, as proved in [Zie89℄, Lambek Calulus is not nitely axiomatizable, that
is to say that adding a nite number of type-hange rules to the formalism of CCG one
annot derive all the type hange rules provable in the Lambek Calulus. Moreover, the two
approahes are very dierent under a theoretial viewpoint.
From a linguisti perspetive, Steedman pointed out that there is no reason why we
should stik to a dedutive approah instead of to a rule based one: he underlines the
importane of introduing ad ho rules to formalize spei linguisti phenomena. Why
should we subordinate the use of spei type hange rules to their derivability in some
alulus?
One of the most ompelling reasons to do so is given by Moortgat (see [Moo97℄) who
stresses the systematiity of the relation between syntax and semantis provided in a de-
dutive framework. Also, Lambek Calulus enjoys an important property: it is sound and
omplete with respet to free semigroup model, i.e. an interpretation with respet to formal
languages . That is to say, rules that are not deduible in Lambek Calulus are not sound,
and so they an be onsidered as linguistially implausible.
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5.3 (Assoiative) Lambek Calulus
Categorial grammars an be analyzed from a proof theoretial perspetive by observing the
lose onnetion between the slashes of a ategorial grammar and impliation in intuition-
isti logis. The rule that allows us to infer that if w is of type A/B and v is of type B, then
wv is of type A, behaves like the modus ponens rule of inferene in logi. On the basis of this
similarity Lambek proposed an arhiteture for ategorial grammars based on two levels:
 a syntati alulus, i.e. a dedutive system in whih statement of the form
A1, . . . , An ⊢ B,
to be read from the types A1, . . . , An we an infer type B an be proved;
 a ategorial grammar as presented in denition 5.1, wherein the relation⇒ is hanged
to allow any type hange rule that ould be dedued at the previous level.
In doing so, instead of adding a nite number of type hange rules to our grammar, every
type hange rule that an be derived in the Lambek Calulus is added to the ategorial
grammar.
The following formalizations for Lambek Calulus are presented aording, respetively,
to the formalism of sequent alulus and to the formalism of natural dedution. Note that in
the present work we will use the expression Lambek Calulus to refer to produt-free Lambek
Calulus: indeed we will never make use of the produt `·' (whih orresponds to the tensor
of linear logi).
Denition 5.7 The sequent alulus formalization of the Lambek alulus ontains the ax-
iom [ID℄ and the rules of inferene [/R℄, [/L℄, [\R℄, [\L℄, and [Cut℄:
[ID]
A ⊢ A
Γ, A ⊢ B
[/R]
Γ ⊢ B/A
Γ ⊢ A ∆, B,Π ⊢ C
[/L]
∆, B/A,Γ,Π ⊢ C
A,Γ ⊢ B
[\R]
Γ ⊢ A\B
Γ ⊢ A ∆, B,Π ⊢ C
[\L]
∆,Γ, A\B,Π ⊢ C
∆ ⊢ B Γ, B,Π ⊢ A
[Cut]
Γ,∆,Π ⊢ A
Note: in [/R] and [\R] there is a side ondition stipulating that Γ 6= ∅.
The side ondition imposed for [/R] and [\R] rules formalizes the fat that in Lambek
Calulus one is not allowed to anel all the premises from the left-hand side of a derivation.
Otherwise stated, in Lambek Calulus there are no dedutions of the form
⊢ A.
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Coherently with our interpretation of Lambek Calulus as a dedutive system to derive
the type of a sequene of symbols of the alphabet out of the types of eah symbol, suh a
derivation makes no sense, sine it would mean assigning a type to an empty sequene of
words.
Denition 5.8 The natural dedution formalization of the Lambek Calulus is dened as
follows:
A [ID]
·
·
·
·
A/B
·
·
·
·
B
[/E]
A
·
·
·
·
B
·
·
·
·
B\A
[\E]
A
[B]
·
·
·
·
A
[/I]
A/B
[B]
·
·
·
·
A
[\I]
B\A
Note: in [/I℄ and [\I℄ rules the anelled assumption is always, respetively, the rightmost
and the leftmost unanelled assumption, and there must be at least another unanelled
hypothesis.
Both formalisms have advantages and disadvantages. However, due to the lose onne-
tion between natural dedution proofs and λ-terms and beause the tree-like struture of
dedutions resembles derivations trees of grammars, the natural dedution version will be
the primary objet of study in the present work.
For later purposes we introdue here the notion of derivation in Lambek alulus that
will be useful later for the denition of the struture of a sentene in a Lambek grammar.
A derivation of B from A1, . . . , An is a ertain kind of unary-binary branhing tree that
enodes a proof of A1, . . . , An ⊢ B. Eah node of a derivation is labeled with a type, and
eah internal node has an additional label whih, for Lambek grammars, is either /E, \E, /I,
or \I and that indiates whih Lambek alulus rule is used at eah step of a derivation. For
eah ourrene of an introdution rule there must be a orresponding previously unmarked
leaf type A whih must be marked as [A] (that orresponds to disharging an assumption
in natural dedution).
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The set of derivations is indutively dened as follows:
Denition 5.9 Let A,B ∈ Tp and Γ,∆ ∈ Tp+,
 A (the tree onsisting of a single node labeled by A) is a derivation of A from A.
 "Bakslash elimination". If
A
G
D1
is a derivation of A from Γ and
A\B
D
D2
is a derivation of A\B from ∆, then
A
G
D1
A\B
D
D2
B
\E
is a derivation of B from Γ,∆.
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 "Bakslash introdution". If
B
A, G
D1
is a derivation of B from {A,Γ}, then
B
[A], G
D1
\I
A\B
is a derivation of A\B from Γ. The leaf labeled by [A℄ is alled a disharged leaf.
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 "Slash elimination". If
B/A
G
D1
is a derivation of B/A from Γ and
A
D
D2
is a derivation of A from ∆, then
A
D
D2
B/A
G
D1
B
/E
is a derivation of B from Γ, ∆.
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 "Slash introdution". If
B
G, A
D1
is a derivation of B from {Γ, A} then
/I
B/A
B
G, [A]
D1
is a derivation of B/A from Γ. The leaf labeled by [A℄ is alled a disharged leaf.
Example 5.10 The following example is a derivation of x from y/(x\y) (whih proves one
of the two type-raising rules in Lambek Calulus):
[x\y]
\E
x
y
/I
y/(x\y)
5.4 Non-assoiative Lambek Calulus
Lambek Calulus, as dened in the previous setion, is impliitly assoiative. In order to
use Lambek alulus to desribe some linguisti phenomena we have to forbid assoiativ-
ity and so the hierarhial embedding of hypotheses is respeted. Another linguistially
attrative feature of non-assoiative Lambek alulus is that it provides useful logial to
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support semantis, but at the same time it prohibits transitivity, that sometimes leads to
overgeneration.
Denition 5.11 The natural dedution formalization of the non-assoiative Lambek Calu-
lus (SND) has the following axioms and rules of inferene, presented in the sequent format:
[ID]
A ⊢ A
Γ ⊢ A/B ∆ ⊢ B
[/E]
(Γ,∆) ⊢ A
Γ ⊢ B ∆ ⊢ B\A
[\E]
(Γ,∆) ⊢ A
(Γ, B) ⊢ A
[/I]
Γ ⊢ A/B
(B,Γ) ⊢ A
[\I]
Γ ⊢ B\A
Note: in [/I] and [\I] there is a side ondition stipulating that Γ 6= ∅.
5.5 Normalization and Normal Forms
As one an easily see, in Lambek Calulus there are innitely many proofs for any dedution
A1, . . . , An ⊢ B. Sine, as it will be extensively explained in setion 6, proofs in Lambek
Calulus play a deisive role in dening the notion of struture for a sentene generated
by a Lambek grammar, suh an arbitrary proliferation of proofs for dedutions is quite
undesirable.
The following denition introdues a useful relation between proofs in Lambek Calulus
that formalizes our idea of a minimal proof for any dedution. It provides two normaliza-
tion shemes that an be applied to a derivation to produe a simpler derivation of the
same result.
Denition 5.12 The relation >1 between proofs in the natural dedution formalization of
Lambek Calulus is dened in the following way:
·
·
·
·
A
[A]
·
·
·
·
B
[\I]
A\B
[\E]
B
>1
·
·
·
·
A
·
·
·
·
B
[A]
·
·
·
·
B
[/I]
B/A
·
·
·
·
A
[/E]
B
>1
·
·
·
·
A
·
·
·
·
B
[B]
·
·
·
·
B\A
[\E]
A
[\I]
B\A
>1
·
·
·
·
B\A
·
·
·
·
A/B [B]
[/E]
A
[/I]
A/B
>1
·
·
·
·
A/B
The symbol ≥ stands for reexive and transitive losure of >1. Relation >1 is usually dened
as β-η-onversion, while ≥ as β-η-redution.
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The relation ≥ satises the following properties (see [Wan93℄, [Roo91℄):
Theorem 5.13 (Wansing, 1993) The relation ≥ is onuent (in the Churh-Rosser mean-
ing), i.e. if δ1 ≥ δ2 and δ1 ≥ δ3, then there exists a δ4 suh that δ2 ≥ δ4 and δ3 ≥ δ4.
Theorem 5.14 (Roorda, 1991) The relation ≥ is both weakly and strongly normalizing,
that is, every proof an be redued in normal form and every redution terminates after at
most a nite number of steps.
Denition 5.15 (β-η-normal form) A proof tree for the Lambek Calulus is said to be in
β-η-normal form is none of its subtrees is of the form
[B]
·
·
·
·
A
[/I]
A/B B
[/E]
A
B
[B]
·
·
·
·
A
[\I]
B\A
[\E]
A
A/B [B]
[/E]
A
[/I]
A/B
[B] B\A
[\E]
A
[\I]
B\A
5.6 Basi Fats about Lambek Calulus
Let's summarize here some meaningful properties for Lambek alulus, whih is:
 intuitionisti: only one formula is allowed on the right-hand side of a dedution. This
means there is neither involutive negation, nor disjuntion;
 linear: so-alled strutural rules of logis are not allowed: two equal hypotheses an't
be onsidered as only one, and on the other hand we are not allowed to dupliate
hypotheses at will. Lambek alulus is what we all a resoure-aware logis, wherein
hypotheses must be onsidered as onsumable resoures;
 non-ommutative: hypotheses don't ommute among them, that is, the impliit oper-
ator  · in this alulus is not ommutative. This is what makes possible the existene
of the two impliations (/ and \), the rst one onsuming its right argument, the
seond one its left argument.
Sine Lambek proved a ut-elimination theorem for his alulus (see [Lam58℄), among
the many onsequenes of the normalization theorems there are the subformula property,
that is:
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Proposition 5.16 Every formula that ours in a normal form natural dedution proof of
ut-free sequent alulus proof is either a subformula of the (unanelled) assumptions or of
the onlusion;
and deidability for Lambek alulus:
Proposition 5.17 Derivability in the Lambek Calulus is deidable.
In fat, given a sequent to prove in Lambek alulus, ut-elimination property authorizes us
to look for a ut-free proof. But if the sequent omes from the appliation of a rule other
that ut, this an't but be made in a nite number of dierent ways, and in any ase we
have to prove one or two smaller (i.e. with less symbols) sequents. This is enough to prove
deidability for Lambek alulus.
Theorem 5.14 states that any proof has a normal form and theorem 5.13 that this nor-
mal form is unique. This doesn't mean that there is a unique normal form proof for any
dedution. The following theorem by van Benthem sheds light on this point:
Theorem 5.18 (van Benthem) For any sequent
A1, . . . , An ⊢ B
there are only nitely many dierent normal form proofs in the Lambek Calulus.
This is quite an unsatisfatory result: we still have a one-to-many orrespondene be-
tween a sequent and its normal proofs. This leads to what is generally known as the problem
of spurious ambiguities for Lambek grammars.
5.7 Lambek Grammars
A Lambek grammar extends the traditional notion of ategorial grammars as presented in
setion 5.1 by a whole dedutive system in the following way:
 a lexion assigns to eah word wi a nite set of types
F (wi) = {t
1
i , . . . , t
ki
i } ⊂ ℘(Tp);
 the language generated by this fully lexialized grammar is the set of all the sequenes
w1 · · ·wn of words of the lexion suh that for eah wi there exists a type ti ∈ F (wi)
suh that
t1, . . . , tn ⊢ s
is provable in Lambek alulus.
Formally:
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Denition 5.19 (Lambek grammar) A Lambek grammar is a triple G = 〈Σ, s, F 〉, suh
that
 Σ is a nite set (the voabulary),
 s is the distinguished ategory (a propositional variable),
 F : Σ→ ℘(Tp) is a funtion whih maps eah symbol of the alphabet into the set if its
types. If F (a) = {A1, . . . , An} we write G : a 7→ A1, . . . , An.
For w ∈ Σ∗, w = a1 · · · an, we say that G aepts w if there is a proof in Lambek alulus of
A1, . . . , An ⊢ s
with G : ai 7→ Ai for eah i.
The language generated by a Lambek grammar G is
L(G) = {a1 · · · an ∈ Σ
∗ | for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ∃Ai, G : ai 7→ Ai and A1, . . . , An ⊢ s}.
Example 5.20 Let Σ = {Mary, ooked, the, beans} be our alphabet and s our distin-
guished ategory. Let's take F suh that
Mary : np
cooked : (np\s)/np
the : np/n
beans : n
Then Mary ooked the beans belongs to the language generated by this grammar, beause in
Lambek alulus we an prove:
np, (np\s)/np, np/n, n ⊢ s
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Weak generative apaity for assoiative Lambek grammars was haraterized (see [Pen97℄)
by the following elebrated theorem, one of the nest and most reent ahievements in this
eld:
Theorem 5.21 (Pentus, 1997) The languages generated by assoiative Lambek grammars
are exatly the ontext-free languages.
Analogously, for non-assoiative Lambek grammars Buszkowski proved (see [Bus86℄):
Theorem 5.22 (Buszkowski, 1986) The languages generated by non-assoiative Lambek
grammars are exatly the ontext-free languages.
6 Proofs as Grammatial Strutures
In this setion we will introdue the notion of struture for a sentene generated by a Lambek
grammar. On the basis of a reent work by Hans-Joerg Tiede (see [Tie99℄) who proved some
important theorems about the tree language of proof trees in Lambek alulus, we will adopt
as the underlying struture of a sentene in a Lambek grammar a proof of its well-formedness
in Lambek alulus. We will see in setion 9 how this hoie aets the proess of learning
a rigid Lambek grammar on the basis of strutured positive data.
6.1 (Partial) Parse Trees for Lambek Grammars
Just as a derivation enodes a proof of A1, . . . , An ⊢ B, the notion of parse tree introdued
by the following denition enodes a proof of a1 · · · an ∈ L(G) where G is a Lambek grammar
and a1, . . . , an are symbols of its alphabet.
Denition 6.1 Let G = 〈Σ, s, F 〉 be a Lambek grammar, then
 if D is a derivation of B from A1, . . . , An, and a1, . . . , an are symbols of alphabet Σ
suh that G : ai 7→ Ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the result of attahing a1, . . . , an, from left to
right in this order, to the undisharged leaf nodes of D is a partial parse tree of G.
D
B
A1 An
a1 an...
 A parse tree of G is a partial parse tree of G whose root node is labeled by the distin-
guished ategory s.
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If a1 · · · an is the string of symbols attahed to the leaf nodes of a partial parse tree P ,
a1 · · ·an is said to be the yield of P . If a parse tree P of G yields a1 · · ·an, then P is alled
a parse of a1 · · · an in G.
Example 6.2 Let Σ = {he,him, likes} be our alphabet and let G a Lambek grammar suh
that
G : likes 7→ (np\s)/np,
he 7→ s/(np\s),
him 7→ (s/np)\s.
Then the following is a parse for he likes him:
/E
/E
\E
/I
(np\s)/np
np\s
[np]
likes
s/(np\s)
s
he
s/np (s/np)\s
him
s
6.2 Tree Languages and Automata
In order to fully appreiate the peuliarity of Lambek grammars with respet to their strong
generative apaity, we reall here some basi denitions about the notion of tree language
as presented in [Tie99℄.
Denition 6.3 (Trees and tree languages) A tree is a term over a nite signature Σ
ontaining funtion and onstant symbols. The set of n-ary funtion symbols in Σ will be
denoted by Σn. The set of all terms over Σ will be denoted by TΣ; a subset of TΣ is alled a
tree language or a forest.
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Denition 6.4 (Yield of a tree) The yield of a tree t is dened by
yield(c) = c, for c ∈ Σ0
yield(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = yield(t1), . . . , yield(tn), for f ∈ Σn, n > 0
Thus, the yield of a tree is the string of symbols ourring as its leaves.
Denition 6.5 (Root of a tree) The root of a tree t is dened by
root(c) = c, for c ∈ Σ0
root(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = f, for f ∈ Σn, n > 0.
In the following subsetions three inreasingly more powerful lasses of tree languages
are presented: loal, regular and ontext-free tree languages. Note that even if the names
for these lasses of tree languages are the same as those for lasses of string languages, their
meaning is very dierent.
6.2.1 Loal Tree Languages
We an think of a loal tree language as a tree language whose membership problem an be
deided by just looking at some very simple (loal) properties of trees. A formalization of
suh an intuitive notion is given by the following denitions:
Denition 6.6 (Fork of a tree) The fork of a tree t is dened by
fork(c) = ∅, for c ∈ Σ0
fork(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = {〈f, root(t1), . . . , root(tn)〉} ∪
n⋃
i=1
fork(ti)
Denition 6.7 (Fork of a tree language) For a tree language L, we dene
fork(L) =
⋃
t∈L
fork(t)
Note that, sine Σ is nite, fork(TΣ) is always nite.
Denition 6.8 (Loal tree language) A tree language L ⊆ TΣ is loal if there are sets
R ⊆ Σ and E ⊆ fork(TΣ), suh that, for all t ∈ TΣ, t ∈ L i root(t) ∈ R and fork(t) ⊆ E.
Thather (see [Tha67℄) haraterized the relation between loal tree languages and the
derivation trees of ontext-free string grammars by the following
Theorem 6.9 (Thather, 1967) S is the set of derivation trees of some ontext-free string
grammar i S is loal.
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6.2.2 Regular Tree Languages
Among many dierent equivalent denitions for regular tree languages, we follow Tiede's
approah in hoosing the following one, based on nite tree automata.
Denition 6.10 (Finite tree automaton) A nite tree automaton is a quadruple 〈Σ, Q, q0,∆〉,
suh that
 Σ is a nite signature,
 Q is a nite set of unary states,
 q0 ∈ Q is the start state,
 ∆ is a nite set of transition rules of the following type:
q(c) → c for c ∈ Σ0
q(f(v1, . . . , vn)) → f(q1(v1), . . . , qn(vn)) for f ∈ Σn, q, q1, . . . , qn ∈ Q
We an think of a nite tree automaton as a devie whih sans non-deterministially a tree
from root to frontier. It aepts a tree if it sueeds in reading the whole tree, it rejets it
otherwise.
In order to dene the notion of tree language aepted by a regular tree automaton we
need to dene the transition relation for nite tree automata.
Denition 6.11 A ontext is a term over Σ ∪ {x} ontaining the zero-ary term x exatly
one.
Denition 6.12 Let M = 〈Σ, Q, q0,∆〉 be a nite tree automaton, the derivation relation
⇒M⊆ TQ∪Σ × TQ∪Σ
is dened by t⇒M t′ if for some ontext s and some t1, . . . , tn ∈ TΣ, there is a rule in ∆
q(f(v1, . . . , vn))→ f(q1(v1), . . . , qn(vn))
and
t = s[x 7→ q(f(t1, . . . , tn))]
t′ = s[x 7→ f(q1(t1), . . . , qn(tn))].
If we use ⇒∗M to denote the reexive, transitive losure of ⇒M , we say that a nite au-
tomaton M aepts a term t ∈ TΣ if q0(t)⇒∗M t. The tree language aepted by a nite tree
automaton M is
{t ∈ TΣ | q0(t)⇒
∗
M t}.
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Denition 6.13 (Regular tree language) A tree language is regular if it is aepted by
a nite tree automaton.
The following theorem (see [Koz97℄) denes the relation between loal and regular tree
languages:
Theorem 6.14 Every loal tree language is regular.
while the following (see [GS84℄) establishes a relation between regular tree languages and
ontext-free string languages:
Theorem 6.15 The yield of any regular tree language is a ontext-free string language.
6.2.3 Context-free Tree Languages
The nal step in the denition of more and more powerful tree language lasses is made
possible by introduing the notion of pushdown tree automaton. Again, we stik to Tiede's
approah in hoosing Guesserian's useful denition (see [Gue83℄):
Denition 6.16 (Pushdown tree automaton) A pushdown tree automaton is a system
〈Σ,Γ, Q, q0, Z0,∆〉, suh that
 Σ is a nite signature (the input signature),
 Γ is a nite signature (the pushdown signature; we assume Σ ∩ Γ = ∅),
 Q is a nite set of binary states,
 q0 ∈ Q is the start state,
 Z0 ∈ Γ is the initial stak symbol,
 ∆ is a nite set of rules of the form
q(f(v1, . . . , vn), E(x1, . . . , xm)) → f(q1(v1, γ1), . . . , qn(vn, γn)),
q(v, E(x1, . . . , xm)) → q
′(v, γ′),
q(c) → c
with
 q, q′, q1, . . . , qn ∈ Q,
 c ∈ Σ0,
 f ∈ Σn, n > 0,
 E ∈ Γm,
 γ′, γ1, . . . , γn ∈ TΓ∪{x1,...,xm}.
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The transition relation for pushdown tree automata ⇒ an be dened straightforwardly
as a generalization of denition 6.12. A term t is aepted by a pushdown automaton if
q0(t, Z0)⇒
∗ t, where ⇒∗ is the reexive, transitive losure of ⇒.
Denition 6.17 (Context-free tree language) The language aepted by a pushdown
tree automaton is alled a ontext-free tree language.
The relationship between regular and ontext-free tree languages is exemplied by the fol-
lowing proposition:
Proposition 6.18 The intersetion of a regular and a ontext-free tree language is ontext-
free.
We know that the yield of a regular tree language is a ontext-free string language: there is
a similar onnetion between the lass of ontext-free tree languages and the lass of indexed
languages, as stated by the following
Proposition 6.19 The yield of any ontext-free tree language is an indexed string language.
Indexed languages have been proposed as an upper bound of the omplexity of natural lan-
guages, after it was shown that ertain phenomena in natural languages annot be desribed
with ontext-free grammars (see [Gaz88℄).
6.3 Proof Trees as Strutures for Lambek Grammars
In [Tie99℄ Hans-Joerg Tiede proposes, in ontrast with a previous approah by Buszkowski,
to take as the struture underlying a sentene generated by a Lambek grammar, one of the
innite proof trees of the dedution A1, . . . , An ⊢ s, where A1, . . . , An is a sequene of types
assigned by the grammar to eah symbol, and s is the distinguished atomi ategory.
Following Tiede's approah, we give the following
Denition 6.20 (Proof tree) A proof tree for a Lambek grammar is a term over the
signature Σ = {[/E], [\E], [/I], [\I], [ID]} where
 [ID] is the 0-ary funtion symbol,
 [/E] and [\E] are the binary funtion symbols,
 [/I] and [\I] are the unary funtion symbols.
The terms over this signature represent proof trees that neither have information about the
formulas for whih they are a proof, nor about the strings that are generated by a gram-
mar using this proof. These terms represent proofs unambiguously, sine the assumption
disharged by an introdution rule is univoally determined by the position of the orre-
sponding [/I] or [\I] funtion symbol in the proof tree.
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Example 6.21 The term t = [\I]([/E]([ID], [ID])) is an example of well-formed term over
this signature. There's no need for additional information about the disharged assumption
sine, as we an see from the tree-like representation of the term, the disharged assumption
is unambiguously identied.
[ID] ID
/E
\I
The following terms are examples of not well-formed proof trees for the tree language
generated by any Lambek grammar:
 [\E](x, [/I](y)). Sine the major premise of the \E funtion symbol is something with
a (. . .)\(. . .) shape, there's no way to redut that term by a \E rule;
 [/E[([\I](x), y). Analogous to the previous situation;
 [\I]([\E](x, [ID])) if the term x does not ontain at least two unanelled assumptions;
 [/I]([/E]([ID], x)), if the term x does not ontain at least two unanelled assumptions.
By taking a proof tree as the struture of a sentenes generated by Lambek grammars,
Tiede proved some important results about their strong generative apaity, that is, the
set of the strutures assigned by a grammar to the sentenes it generates. Sine strong
generative apaity an provide a formal notion of the linguisti onept of struture of a
sentene, this result justies the urrent interest toward Lambek Grammars as a promising
mathematial tool for linguisti purposes.
Theorem 6.22 (Tiede, 1999) The set of well-formed proof trees of the Lambek Calulus
is not regular.
Theorem 6.23 (Tiede, 1999) The set of proof trees of the Lambek Calulus is a ontext-
free tree language.
These two theorems show that the language of proof trees is properly a ontext-free tree
language.
In partiular, these theorems show that Lambek grammars are more powerful, with re-
spet to strong generative apaity, than ontext-free grammars, whose struture language
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is a loal tree language as shown in theorem 6.9.
We an easily introdue the notion of normal form proof tree by simply extending the
notion of normal form proof as presented in denition 5.15. We an say that for normal
form trees, in addition to the rules that prohibit terms of the form
[\E](x, [/I](y)),
[/E]([\I](x), y),
we have rules that prohibit terms of the form
[\E](x, [\I](y))
[/E]([/I](x), y)
and terms of the form
[/I]([/E](x, [ID]))
[\I]([\E]([ID], y))
whih orrespond to β-redexes and η-redexes, respetively, as one an easily see from de-
nition 5.15.
We an easily extend to the formalism of proof trees the redution rules we've seen in
setion 5.5 to get a normal form proof tree out of a non-normal one.
t1
t1
t2
t2
\E
®
\I
[ ]
[ ]
t2
t2
t1
t1
/E
/I
® [ ]
[ ]
,
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t
t
/E
/I
®[ ]
t
t
\E
\I
®
[ ] ,
As a orollary of theorem 6.22, Tiede proves that
Theorem 6.24 (Tiede, 1999) The set of normal form proof trees of the Lambek Calulus
is not regular,
whih, together with
Theorem 6.25 The set of normal form proofs of the Lambek Calulus is a ontext-free tree
language
shows that the tree language of normal form proof trees of Lambek Calulus is properly a
ontext-free tree language.
6.4 Proof-tree Strutures
Given a Lambek grammar G, a proof-tree struture over its alphabet Σ is a unary-binary
branhing tree whose leaf nodes are labeled by either [ID] (these are alled "disharged leaf
nodes") or symbols of Σ and whose internal nodes are labeled by either \E, /E, \I, or /I.
The set of proof-tree strutures over Σ is denoted ΣP . Often we will simply say `struture'
to mean proof-tree struture. A set of proof-tree strutures over Σ is alled a struture
language over Σ.
Example 6.26 The following is an example of a proof-tree struture for the sentene he
likes him seen in example 6.2:
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/E
/E
[ID]likes
/E
he
/I him
Let G be a Lambek grammar, and let P be a partial parse tree of G. The result of
stripping P of its type labels is a proof-tree struture, that is alled the proof-tree struture
of P . If T is the struture of a parse tree P , we say that P is a parse of T .
We say that a Lambek grammar G generates a struture T if and only if for some parse
tree P of G, T is the struture of P . The set of strutures generated by G is alled the
(proof-tree) struture language of G and is denoted PL(G). In order to distinguish L(G),
the language of G, from PL(G), its struture language, we often all the former the string
language of G.
The yield of a proof-tree struture T is the string of symbols a1, . . . , an labeling the
undisharged leaf nodes of T , from left to right in this order. The yield of T is denoted
yield(T ). Note that L(G) = {yield(T ) | T ∈ PL(G)}.
6.5 Deidable and Undeidable Problems about
Lambek Grammars
Sine, as stated in by theorem 5.17, Lambek alulus is deidable, the universal membership
problem s ∈ L(G) is deidable for any sentene s and any Lambek grammar G.
On the other hand, the questions L(G1) = L(G2) and L(G1) ⊆ L(G2) for arbitrary
Lambek grammars G1 and G2 are undeidable, beause the same questions are undeidable
for ontext-free grammars and there exists an eetive proedure for onverting a ontext-
free grammar G′ to a Lambek grammar G suh that L(G′) = L(G).
Given a proof-tree struture t the question t ∈ PL(G) is deidable. In fat, as shown
by Tiede in 6.23, every proof tree language of a Lambek Grammar is a ontext-free tree
language; and that problem is deidable for ontext-free tree languages (you just have to
run the pushdown tree automata on t).
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Unfortunately, the question PL(G1) ⊆ PL(G2) has been proved deidable only for
G1, G2 non-assoiative Lambek grammars. Whether it is deidable or not for (assoiative)
Lambek grammars is still an open question and the subjet of ative researh in this eld.
6.6 Substitutions
In this setion we introdue the notion of a Lambek grammar being a substitution instane
of another. Besides, we dene a notion of size of a Lambek grammar that will be deisive
in our proof of learnability for Rigid Lambek Grammars presented in setion 9.4.
First of all, let's dene what we mean when we say that a Lambek grammar is subset of
another one:
Denition 6.27 Let G1, G2 be Lambek grammars; we say that G1 ⊆ G2 if and only if for
any a ∈ Σ suh that G1 : a 7→ A we have also G2 : a 7→ A.
Example 6.28 Let {Francesca, loves,Paolo} ⊆ Σ and let
G1 : Francesca 7→ np
loves 7→ np\s
G2 : Francesca 7→ np
loves 7→ np\s, np\(s/np)
Paolo 7→ np
Obviously, G1 ⊆ G2
Denition 6.29 A substitution is a funtion σ : V ar → Tp that maps variables to types.
We an extend it to a funtion from types to types by setting
σ(t) = t
σ(A/B) = σ(A)/σ(B)
σ(A\B) = σ(A)\σ(B)
for all A,B ∈ Tp.
We use the notation {x1 7→ A1, . . . , xn 7→ An} to denote the substitution σ suh that
σ(x1) = A1, . . . , σ(xn) = An and σ(y) = y for all other variables y.
Example 6.30 Let σ = {x 7→ x\y, y 7→ s, z 7→ s/(s/x)}. Then
σ((s/x)\y) = (s/(x\y))\t
and
σ(((s/x)\y)/(x/z)) = ((s/(x\y))\s)/((x\y)/(s/(s/x))).
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The following denition introdue the notion of a Lambek grammar being a substitution
instane of another:
Denition 6.31 Let G = 〈Σ, s, F 〉 be a Lambek grammar, and σ a substitution. Then σ[G]
denotes the grammar obtained by applying σ in the type assignment of G, that is:
σ[G] = 〈Σ, s, σ · F 〉
σ[G] is alled a substitution instane of G.
It easy to prove also for Lambek grammars this straightforward but important fat that
was rst proved for CCGs in [BP90℄
Proposition 6.32 If σ[G1] ⊆ G2, then the set of proof-tree strutures generated by G1 is a
subset of the set of proof-tree strutures generated by G2, that is PL(G1) ⊆ PL(G2).
Proof. Suppose σ[G1] ⊆ G2. Let T ∈ PL(G1) and let P be a parse of T in G1. Let σ[P ]
the result of replaing eah type label A of P by σ(A). Then it is easy to see that σ[P ] is a
parse of T in G2. Therefore, T ∈ PL(G2).
Corollary 6.33 If σ[G1] ⊆ G2, then L(G1) ⊆ L(G2).
Proof. Immediate from the previous proposition and the remark at the end of setion 6.4.
A substitution that is a one-to-one funtion from V ar to V ar is alled a variable renam-
ing. If σ is a variable renaming, then G and σ[G] are alled alphabeti variants. Obviously
grammars that are alphabeti variants have exatly the same shape and are idential for all
purposes. Therefore, grammars that are alphabeti variants are treated as idential.
Proposition 6.34 Suppose σ1[G1] = G2 and σ2[G2] = G1. Then G1 and G2 are alphabeti
variants and thus are equal.
Proof. For eah symbol c ∈ Σ, σ1 and σ2 provide a one-to-one orrespondene between
{A | G1 : c 7→ A} and {A | G2 : c 7→ A}. Indeed, if it didn't and, say, {σ1(A) | G1 : c 7→
A} ⊂ {A | G2 : c 7→ A}, then σ2[G2] = σ2[σ1[G1]] ouldn't be equal to G1, and likewise
for σ2. Then, it is easy to see that σ1 ↑ V ar(G1) is a one-to-one funtion from V ar(G1)
onto V ar(G2), and σ2 ↑ V ar(G2) = (σ1 ↑ V ar(G1))−1. One an extend σ1 ↑ V ar(G1) to a
variable renaming σ. Then σ[G1] = σ1[G1] = G2.
6.7 Grammars in Redued Form
Denition 6.35 A substitution σ is said to be faithful to a grammar G if the following
ondition holds:
for all c ∈ dom(G), if G1 : c 7→ A, G1 : c 7→ B, and A 6= B, then σ(A) 6= σ(B).
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Example 6.36 Let G be the following grammar
G : Francesca 7→ x,
dances 7→ x\s, y
well 7→ y\(x\s).
Let
σ1 = {y 7→ x},
σ2 = {y 7→ x\s}.
Then σ1 is faithful to G, while σ2 is not.
Denition 6.37 Let ⊑ be a binary relation on grammars suh that G1 ⊑ G2 if and only if
there exists a substitution σ with the following properties:
 σ is faithful to G1;
 σ[G1] ⊆ G2.
From the denition above and proposition 6.34 it's immediate to prove the following:
Proposition 6.38 ⊑ is reexive, transitive and antisymmetri.
Denition 6.39 For any grammar G, dene the size of G, size(G), as follows:
size(G) =
∑
c∈Σ
∑
G:c 7→A
|A|,
where, for eah type A, |A| is the number of symbol ourrenes in A.
Lemma 6.40 If G1 ⊑ G2, then size(G1) ≤ size(G2),
Proof. For any type A and any substitution σ, |A| ≤ |σ(A)|. Then the lemma is immediate
from the denition of ⊑.
Corollary 6.41 For any grammar G, the set {G′ | G′ ⊑ G} is nite.
Proof. By lemma 6.40, {G′ | G′ ⊑ G} ⊆ {G′ | size(G′) ≤ size(G)}. The latter set must be -
nite, beause for any n ∈ N, there are only nitely many grammarsG suh that size(G) = n.
If we write G1 ⊏ G2 to mean G1 ⊑ G2 and G1 6= G2, we have
Corollary 6.42 ⊏ is well-founded.
Denition 6.43 A grammar G is said to be in redued form if there is no G′ suh that
G′ ⊏ G and PL(G) = PL(G′).
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7 Lambek Grammars as a Linguisti Tool
7.1 Lambek Grammars and Syntax
As expliitly stated in the original paper wherein Lambek laid the foundations of the Lambek
Calulus, his aim was
[...℄ to obtain an eetive rule (or algorithm) for distinguishing sentenes from
nonsentenes, whih works not only for the formal languages of interest to the
mathematial logiian, but also for natural languages suh as English, or at least
for fragments of suh languages. ( [Lam58℄)
That's why, even if Lambek grammars an be simply onsidered as interesting mathe-
matial objets, it will be useful to underline here some properties that make them also an
interesting tool to formalize some phenomena in natural languages.
The importane of Lambek's approah to grammatial reasoning lies in the development
of a uniform dedutive aount of the omposition of form and meaning in natural language:
formal grammar is presented as a logi, that is a system to reason about strutured linguisti
strutures.
The basi idea underlying the notion of Categorial Grammar on whih Lambek based
his approah is that a grammar is a formal devie to assign to eah word (a symbol of
the alphabet of the grammar) or expression (an ordered sequene of words) one or more
syntati types that desribe their funtion. Types an be onsidered as a formalization of
the linguisti notion of parts of speeh.
CCGs assign to eah symbol a xed set of types, and provide two omposition rules to
derive the type of a sequene of words out of the types of its omponents. Suh a xed
types approah leads to some diulties: to formalize some linguisti phenomena we should
add further rules to the two elimination rules dened for CCGs as desribed in setion 5.2.
In the following subsetions we present some examples where the dedutive approah of
Lambek grammars leads to more an elegant and onsistent formalization of suh linguisti
phenomena.
In the following subsetions we take s as the primitive type of well-formed sentenes in
our language and np as the primitive type for noun phrases (suh as John, Mary, he).
7.1.1 Transitive verbs
Transitive verbs require a name both on their left and right hand sides, as it is apparent
from the well-formedness of the following sentenes.
np
John (
(np\s)/np
likes
np
Mary)
(
np
John
np\(s/np)
likes )
np
Mary
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Both parenthesizations lead to a derivation of s as type of the whole expression. This would
mean that in an CCG we should assign to any transitive verb at least two distint types:
(np\s)/np and np\(s/np).
On the ontrary, in a Lambek grammar, sine we an prove both
(np\s)/np ⊢ np\(s/np)
and
np\(s/np) ⊢ (np\s)/np
we an simply assign to a transitive verb the type np\s/np without any further parenthe-
sizations.
7.1.2 Pronouns
If we try to assign a proper type to the personal pronoun he we notie that its type is suh
that the following sentenes are well-formed:
he
np\s
works,
he
np\s/np
likes
np
Jane
We have two hoies: either we give he the same type as a name (that is, np) or we give it
the type s/(np\s). In the rst ase there is a problem: expressions like Jane likes he are
onsidered as well-formed sentenes. So, we assign to he the type s/(np\s).
Analogously, sine the personal pronoun him makes the following sentenes well-formed:
np
Jane
np\s/np
likes him
np
Jane
np\s
works
s\s/np
for him,
we assign to him the type (s/np)\s (and not type np, sine expressions like him likes John
would be well-formed).
Sine a pronoun is, aording to its own denition, something that stands for a noun,
we wish that in our grammar eah ourrene of a pronoun ould be replaed by a name
(while the onverse is not always true): but this means that any name (say, John, of type
np) should also be assigned the type of he and him, that is, respetively, type s/(np\s) and
type (s/np)\s. In other words, we need something that aounts for a type-raising. But
sine in Lambek Calulus we an prove
np ⊢ s/(np\s)
np ⊢ (s/np)\s
for any np and s, a Lambek grammar provides a very natural formalization of the relationship
between names and pronouns: while a name an always be substituted to a pronoun in a
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sentene (and the type-raising derivation guarantees that a name an always behave like
a pronoun if we need it to), the onverse is not true (the onverse of the type-raising proof
doesn't hold in Lambek Calulus). The proof of the rst dedution is reported in example
5.10 as a derivation in a Lambek grammar.
7.1.3 Adverbs
If we look for the proper type for adverbs like here we an onsider the well-formed sentene
John works here. We an hoose between two possible parenthesizations here, that is:
(
np
John
np\s
works ) here
np
John (
np\s
works here)
The rst one suggests for here the type s\s, while the seond one the type (np\s)\(np\s).
The good news is that, while in a CCG we should assign eah adverb at least two dierent
types, in a Lambek grammar we an prove that
s\s ⊢ (np\s)\(np\s)
that is to say, in Lambek grammars any adverbial expression of type s\s has also type
(np\s)\(np\s). More generally, we an show that in Lambek Calulus
x\y ⊢ (z\x)\(y\x)
x/y ⊢ (x/z)/(y/z).
7.1.4 Hypothetial reasoning
In the following example, sentenes s, noun phrases np, ommon nouns n, and propositions
phrases pp are taken to be omplete expressions, whereas the verb danes, the determiner
the and the preposition with are ategorized as inomplete with respet to these omplete
phrases.
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Example 7.1 Here is the derivation for the sentene Franesa danes with the boy.
/E
np/n n
/E
/E
\E
the boy
nppp/np
with
pp((np/s)/pp
dances
np\snp
Francesca
s
This is an example of grammatial reasoning where, on the basis of the types we assigned
to eah word, we infer the well-formedness of a sequene of words. On the other hand we
an assume a dierent perspetive: knowing that a sentene is well-formed, what an be
said about the type of its omponents? In the words of Lambek: Given the information
about the ategorization of a omposite struture, what onlusions ould be draw about
the ategorization of its parts? ( [Lam58℄). That's where the following inferene patterns
ome into play:
from Γ, B ⊢ A, infer Γ ⊢ A/B,
from B,Γ ⊢ A, infer Γ ⊢ B\A
whih gives a linguisti interpretation of the role of the introdution rules. That's what is
done in the following derivation whih allows us to infer that the expression the boy Franesa
danes with is of type np:
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/E
/E
\E
/I
/E
/E
pp/np [np]
pp((np\s)/pp
np\snp
s
s/np(n\n)/(s/np)
n\nn
\E
nnp/n
np
with
dances
Francesca
whom
boy
the
Sine the relative pronoun whom (of type (n\n)/(s/np)) wants to enter into omposition
on its right with the relative lause body, we'd like to assign type s/np to the latter. In
order to show that Franesa danes with is indeed of type s/np, we make a hypothetial
assumption and suppose to have a ghost word of type np on its right. It's easy to derive
the ategory s for the sentene Franesa danes with np. By withdrawing the hypothetial
np assumption, we onlude that Franesa danes with has type s/np.
We an say that the anelled hypothesis is the analogous of a trae à la Chomsky
moving whom before Franesa.
7.1.5 Transitivity
In the framework of CCGs a diulty arises when we try to show the well-formedness of
s/(np\s)
he
np\s/np
likes
(s/np)\s
him
so some authors proposed to introdue two new rules, whih are often referred to as `tran-
sitivity rules':
(x/y)(y/z) → x/z,
(x\y)(y\z) → x\z
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It's easy to show that suh rules are derivable in Lambek Calulus, as we an easily see from
the following proof tree:
/E
y/z [z]
yx/y
/E
x
I/
x/z
7.2 Lambek Grammars and Montague Semantis
From a linguisti point of view, one of the main reasons of interest in Lambek grammars lies
in the natural interfae that proof-tree strutures provide for Montague-like semantis. Just
like Curry-Howard isomorphism shows that simply typed λ-terms an be seen as proofs in
intuitionisti logis, and vie-versa, syntatial analysis of a sentene in a Lambek grammar
is a proof in Lambek alulus, whih is naturally embedded into intuitionisti logis. Indeed,
if we read B/A and A\B like the intuitionisti impliation A → B, every rule in Lambek
alulus is a rule of intuitionisti logis.
In order to fully appreiate this relation between syntax and semantis whih is par-
tiularly strong for Lambek grammars, we dene a morphism between syntati types and
semanti types: the latter are formulas of a minimal logis (where the only allowed onnetor
is→, that is, intuitionisti impliation) built on the two types e (entity) and t (truth values).
(Syntati type)* = Semanti type
s∗ = t (a sentene is a proposition)
sn∗ = e (a nominal sintagma denotes an entity)
n∗ = e→ t (a noun is a subset of entities)
(A\B)∗ = (B/A)∗ = A∗ → B∗ extends (_)∗ to every types.
The lexion assoiates also to every word w a λ-term τk for every syntati type tk ∈
L(w), suh that the type of τk is preisely t∗k, the semanti type orresponding to that synta-
ti type. We introdue some onstants for representing logial operations of quantiation,
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onjuntion et:
Constant Type
∃ (e→ t)→ t
∀ (e→ t)→ t
∧ t→ (t→ t)
∨ t→ (t→ t)
⊃ t→ (t→ t)
Let the following be given:
 a syntatial analysis of w1 . . . wn in Lambek alulus, that is to say, a derivation D
of t1, . . . , tn ⊢ s and
 the semantis for every word w1, . . . , wn, that is to say, λ-terms τi : t
∗
i ,
then we get the semantis of the sentene by simply applying the following algorithm:
 Substitute in D every syntati type with its orresponding semanti image; sine
intuitionisti logis is an extension of Lambek alulus, we get a derivation D∗ into
intuitionisti logi of t∗1, . . . , t
∗
n ⊢ t = s
∗
;
 this derivation in intuitionisti logi due to Curry-Howard isomorphism an be seen as
a simply typed λ-term D∗λ, ontaining a free variable xi of type t
∗
i for every word wi;
 in D∗λ replae eah variable xi with λ-term τi, equally typed with t
∗
i ;
 redue the λ-term resulting at the end of the previous step, and we get the semanti
representation of the analyzed sentene.
Let's onsider the following example (taken from [Ret96℄):
word Syntati type t
Semanti type t∗
Semanti representation: a λ-term of type t∗
some (s/(sn\s))/n
(e→ t)→ ((e→ t)→ t)
λP : e→ t λQ : e→ t(∃(λx : e(∧(Px)(Qx))))
sentenes n
e→ t
λx : e(sentene x)
talkabout sn\(s/sn)
e→ (e→ t)
λx : e λy : e((talkabout x)y)
themselves ((sn\s)/sn)\(sn\s)
(e→ (e→ t))→ (e→ t)
λP : e→ (e→ t)λx : e((Px)x)
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First of all, we'll prove that Some sentenes talk about themselves is a well formed-
sentene, that is, it belongs to the language generated by the lexion at issue. This means
building a natural dedution of:
(s/(sn\s))/n, n, sn\(s/sn), ((sn\s)/sn)\(sn\s) ⊢ s.
If we indiate with S,N, T,M the left-hand side of syntati types we get
S ⊢ (s/(sn\s))/n N ⊢ n
[/E]
S,N ⊢ s/(sn\s)
T ⊢ (sn\s)/sn M ⊢ ((sn\s)/sn)\(sn\s)
[\E]
T,M ⊢ sn\s
[\E]
S,N, T,M ⊢ s
By applying the isomorphism between syntati and semanti types, we get the following
intuitionisti proof, where S∗, N∗, T ∗,M∗ are the abbreviations for semanti types assoiated
to S,N, T,M :
S∗ ⊢ (e→ t)→ (e→ t)→ t N∗ ⊢ e→ t
[→ E]
S∗, N∗ ⊢ (e→ t)→ t
T ∗ ⊢ e→ e→ t M∗ ⊢ (e→ e→ t)→ e→ t
[→ E]
T ∗,M∗ ⊢ e→ t
[→ E]
S∗, N∗, T ∗,M∗ ⊢ t
The λ-term oding this proof is simply ((sn)(tm)) of type t, where s, n, t,m are variables
of types respetively S∗, N∗, T ∗,M∗.
By replaing these variables with λ-terms of the same types assoiated by the lexion to
the words, we get the following λ-term of type t:
((λP λQ (∃ (λx(∧(P x)(Q x)))))(λx (sentene x)))
((λP λx ((P x)x))(λx λy ((talkabout x)y)))
↓ β
(λQ (∃(λx(∧(sentene x)(Q x)))))(λx((talkabout x)x))
↓ β
(∃(λx(∧(sentene x)((talkabout x)x))))
If we reall that the x in this last term is of type e, the latter redued term represents
the following formula in prediate alulus:
∃x : e(sentene (x) ∧ talkabout(x, x))
whih is the semanti representation of the previously analyzed sentene.
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8 Rigid Lambek Grammars
In the present setion we introdue the notion of rigid Lambek grammar (often referred
to as RLG), whose learnability properties will be the subjet of our inquiry in setion 9.
Basi notions and results presented here are almost trivial extensions of what has already
been done for rigid CCGs (see [Kan98℄), sine a spei a spei theory for rigid Lambek
grammars is still missing.
8.1 Rigid and k-Valued Lambek Grammars
A rigid Lambek grammar is a triple G = 〈Σ, s, F 〉, where Σ and s are dened like in denition
5.19, while F : Σ ⇀ Tp is a partial funtion that assigns to eah symbol of the alphabet at
most one type. We an easily generalize the notion of rigid Lambek grammar to the notion
of k-valued Lambek grammar by a funtion F that assigns to eah symbol of the alphabet
at most k types. Formally, F : Σ⇀
⋃k
i=1 Tp
k
.
Let an alphabet Σ be given. We all Grigid the lass of rigid Lambek grammars over Σ,
and Gk−valued the lass of k-valued Lambek grammars over Σ.
Let's dene two lasses of proof-tree strutures:
PLrigid = {PL(G) | G ∈ Grigid},
PLk−valued = {PL(G) | G ∈ Gk−valued}.
Members of PLrigid are alled rigid (proof-tree) struture languages, and members of PLk−valued
are alled k-valued (proof-tree) struture languages.
Let's dene two lasses of strings:
Lrigid = {L(G) | G ∈ Grigid},
Lk−valued = {L(G) | G ∈ Gk−valued}.
Members of Lrigid are alled rigid (string) languages, and members of Lk−valued are alled
k-valued (string) languages.
Example 8.1 Let {well,Francesca,dances} ⊆ Σ and let G1, G2 be the following Lambek
grammars:
G1 : Francesca 7→ x,
dances 7→ x\s, y,
well 7→ y\(x\s),
G2 : Francesca 7→ x,
dances 7→ x\s,
well 7→ (x\s)\(x\s).
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Then G2 is a rigid grammar, while G1 is not. G1 is a 2-valued grammar.
Denition 8.2 Any type A an be written uniquely in the following form:
(. . . ((p|A1)|A2)| . . .)|An
where B|C stands for either B/C or C\B and p ∈ Pr. For 0 ≤ i ≤ n, we all the subtype
(. . . (p|A1)| . . .)|Ai of A a head subtype of A. p is the head of A and is denoted head(A).
Ai's are alled argument subtypes of A. The number n is alled the arity of A.
The following propositions are almost trivial extensions to rigid Lambek grammars of
analogous results proved by Kanazawa for CCGs in [Kan98℄. However, they deserve some
attention sine they an provide a rst superial insight about properties of RLGs.
First of all we prove a hierarhy theorem about strong generative apaity of k-valued
Lambek grammars.
Proposition 8.3 Let a ∈ Σ. For eah i ≥ 1, let Ti be the following proof-tree struture:
a a
a
/E
/E
}
. .
.
i times
Then for eah k ≥ 1,
{T1, . . . , Tk} ∈ PLk+1−valued − PLk−valued.
Thus, for eah k ∈ N, PLk−valued ⊂ PLk+1−valued.
Proof. (See [Kan98℄) Let Gk be the following k+1-valued grammar:
Gk : a 7→ x,
s/x,
(s/x)/x,
.
.
.
(. . . ((s/ x)/x)/ . . .)/x︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
.
Then one an easily verify that {T1, . . . , Tk} ⊂ PL(Gk).
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Let G be a grammar suh that {T1, . . . , Tk} ⊂ PL(G): we will show that G is at least
k+1-valued.
Let Pi be a parse of Ti in G for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Then the leftmost leaf of Pi is the ultimate
funtor of Pi, and if we all Ai the type labeling it, we an easily verify that the its arity
must be exatly i. Thus, i 6= j implies Ai 6= Aj .
We show that there is at least one type B suh that G : a 7→ B and B 6∈ {A1, . . . , Ak}.
Sine the relation is an argument subtype of is well-founded, there is at least one i suh
that the argument subtypes of Ai are not in {A1, . . . , Ak}. But in order to produe Pi, any
argument subtype of Ai must be a type assigned to a by G. Therefore G must be at least
k+1-valued.
The proof of proposition 8.3 shows
Corollary 8.4 There is no Lambek grammar G suh that PL(G) = ΣP .
Lemma 8.5 Let G be a rigid Lambek grammar. Then for eah proof-tree struture T, there
is at most one partial parse tree P suh that T is the struture of P.
Proof. By indution on the onstrution of T .
Indution basis. T = c ∈ Σ. Any partial parse tree P whose struture is T is a height 0
tree whose only node is labeled by the symbol c and a type A suh that G : c 7→ A. Sine
G is rigid, there is at most one suh type A. Then P , if it exists, is unique.
Indution step. There are 4 ases to onsider:
1. T is the following proof-tree struture:
T1 T2
\E
Then any partial parse tree of G whose struture is T has the form where P1 and P2
A
P1
A\B
P2
B
\E
are partial parse trees of G whose strutures are T1 and T2, respetively. By indution
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hypothesis, P1 and P2 are unique. This means that the type label B is also uniquely
determined, so P is also unique.
2. Exatly like Case 1, with /E in plae of \E.
3. T is the following proof-tree struture:
T1
\I
Then any partial parse tree of G whose struture is T has the form where P1 is a
B
[A], G
P1
\I
A\B
partial parse tree of G whose struture is T1. By indution hypothesis, P1 is unique.
This means the the type label A\B is uniquely determined, so P is also unique.
4. Exatly like Case 3, with /I in plae of \I.
Corollary 8.6 If G is a rigid Lambek grammar, eah proof-tree struture T ∈ PL(G) has a
unique parse.
Note that last orollary doesn't state that if G is rigid, then eah string s ∈ L(G) has a
unique parse: in general for eah sentene there are innitely many proof trees, as extensively
shown in setion 6.
Lemma 8.7 Let G be a rigid Lambek grammar. Then for eah inomplete proof-tree stru-
ture T, there is at most one inomplete parse tree P of G suh that T is the struture of
P.
Proof. See [Kan98℄ trivially extended to Lambek grammars.
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8.2 Most General Uniers and ⊔ Operator
Uniation plays a ruial role in automated theorem proving in lassial rst-order logi and
its extensions (see, for example, [Fit96℄ for an exposition of its use in rst-order logi). Sine
types are just a speial kind of terms, the notion of uniation applies straightforwardly to
types.
Denition 8.8 Let A and B be types. A substitution σ is a unier of A and B if σ(A) =
σ(B). A unier σ is a most general unier of A and B, if for any other unier τ of A and
B, there exists a substitution η, suh that τ = σ ◦ η, i.e. τ(C) = η(σ(C)), for C = A or
C = B.
A substitution σ is said to unify a set A of types if for all A1, A2 ∈ A, σ(A1) = σ(A2). We
say that σ unies a family of sets of types, if σ unies eah set in the family.
A most general unier is unique up to `renaming of variables'.
Example 8.9 Let A onsist of the following sets:
A1 = {x1/x2, x3/x4},
A2 = {x5\(x3\t},
A3 = {x1\t, x5}.
Then the most general unier of A is:
σ = {x3 7→ x1, x4 7→ x2, x5 7→ x1\t}.
There are many dierent eient algorithms for uniation, whih deide whether a nite
set of types has a unier and, if it does, ompute a most general unier for it. For illustration
purposes, we present here a non-deterministi version of an uniation algorithm.
Our algorithm uses the notion of disagreement pair. The easiest way to dene disagree-
ment pair is to onsider the types to be tree-like:
Denition 8.10 Let A and B be two types. A disagreement pair for A and B is a pair of
subterms of A and B, A′, B′, suh that A′ 6= B′ and the path from the root of A to the root
of A′ is equal to the path from the root of B to the root of B′.
The following, non-deterministi version of the uniation algorithm is taken from [Fit96℄:
Unifiation Algorithm.
 input: two types A and B;
 output: a most general unier σ of A,B, if it exists, or a orret statement that A
and B are not uniable.
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Let σ := ǫ
While σ(A) 6= σ(B) do
begin
hoose a disagreement pair A′, B′ for σ(A), σ(B);
if neither A′ nor B′ is a variable, then FAIL;
let x be whihever of A′, B′ is a variable (if both are, hoose one)
and let C be the other one of A′, B′
if x ours in C, then FAIL;
let σ := σ ◦ {x 7→ C};
end
The previous algorithm present one of many eient algorithms for uniation, so we
the following is a well-dened notion:
Denition 8.11 We dene a omputable partial funtion mgu that maps a nite family A
of nite sets of types to a most general unier mgu(A), if A is uniable.
The set Grigid of all rigid Lambek grammars is partially ordered by ⊑.
Denition 8.12 Let G ⊆ Grigid, and let G ∈ G.Then G is alled an upper bound of G if
for every G′ ∈ G, G′ ⊑ G.
We introdue here a new operator among rigid grammars that will be used to prove an
interesting property for our learning algorithm at the end of the fth hapter.
Denition 8.13 Let G1 and G2 be rigid Lambek grammars. We an assume that G1 and
G2 have no ommon variables (if they do, we an always hoose a suitable alphabeti variant
of one of them suh that V ar(G1) ∩ V ar(G2) = ∅). Let
A = {{A | G1 ∪G2 : c 7→ A} | c ∈ dom(G1 ∪G2)}
and let
σ = mgu(A).
Note that G1 ∪G2 is a 2-valued grammar. Then we dene G1 ⊔G2 as follows:
G1 ⊔G2 = σ[G1 ∪G2].
If A is not uniable, then G1 ⊔G2 is undened.
Example 8.14 Let G1 and G2 be the following rigid Lambek grammars:
G1 : a 7→ s/x,
b 7→ x,
G2 : b 7→ y\s,
c 7→ y.
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Then
G1 ⊔G2 : a 7→ s/(y\s),
b 7→ y\s,
c 7→ y.
Obviously, from denition 8.13, we have
Lemma 8.15 If G1 ⊔G2 exists, then G1 ⊑ G1 ⊔G2 and G2 ⊑ G1 ⊔G2.
Proposition 8.16 (Kanazawa, 1998) Let G1, G2 ∈ Grigid. If {G1, G2} has un upper
bound, then G1 ⊔G2 exists and it's the least upper bound of {G1, G2}.
Proof. (See [Kan98℄).
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9 Learning Rigid Lambek Grammars from Strutures
In the present hapter we will explore a model of learning for Rigid Lambek Grammars
based on positive strutured data. In addition to the standard model where sentenes are
presented to the learner as at sequenes of words, in this somewhat enrihed model, strings
ome with additional information about their deep struture. Following the approah
skethed in setion 6, largely indebted with Tiede's study on proof trees in Lambek alulus
as grammatial strutures for Lambek grammars (see [Tie99℄), in our model eah sentene
omes to the learner with a struture in the form of a proof tree struture as extensively
desribed in setion 6.
Formally, given a nite alphabet Σ, we will present a learning algorithm for the grammar
system 〈Grigid,ΣP ,PL〉: that is to say, samples to whih the learner is exposed to are proof-
tree strutures over the alphabet Σ, and guesses are made about the set of rigid Lambek
grammars that an generate suh a set of strutures.
We follow the advie of Kanazawa (see [Kan98℄) who underlines how suh an approah,
whih turns out to be quite logially independent from an approah based on at strings of
words, seems to make the task of learning easier but doesn't trivialize it. If, on one hand,
in the proess of learning from strutures the learner is provided with more information, on
the other hand the riterion for suessful learning is striter. It is not suient that the
string language of G ontains exatly the yields of the strutures in the input sequene, the
learning funtion is required to onverge to a grammar G that generates all the grammatial
strutures whih appear in the input sequene. We ould say that the learning funtion
must onverge to a grammar that is both weakly and strongly equivalent to the grammar
that generated the input samples.
Clearly, from a psyholinguisti point of view, both learning from at strings and from
proof tree strutures are quite unrealisti models of rst language aquisition by human
beings. In the rst ase, experimental evidenes (see [Pin94℄) show that hildren an't
aquire a language simply by passively listening to at strings of words. First of all, we an
think that prosody (or puntuation, in written text) an provide strutural information to
the hildren on the syntati braketing of the sentenes she is exposed to (although they
do not always oinide) and it is known that prosody is needed to learn a language for a
hild. Furthermore, another interesting evidene of the fat that a hild needs something
more to learn her mother tongue is given by the fat that no hildren an improve their
grammatial skills during the early stages of their language aquisition proess by wathing
TV: it seems very likely they need riher data than simple sentenes uttered by an adult.
Some researhers (see [Tel99℄) hypothesize this additional information omes to the hildren
as the semanti ontent of the rst sentenes she is exposed to, whose she ould have a rst,
primitive grasp through rst sensory-motor experienes.
On the other hand, it is also highly unlikely that a hild an have aess to something
like a proof tree struture of the sentene she is exposed to. Our belief is that a good formal
model for the proess of learning should rely on something halfway between at strings of
words and highly strutured and omplete information oming from the proof tree struture
of the sentene. However, sine, as we've already seen in setion 7.2, proof tree strutures
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provide a very natural support for a Montague-like semantis, we think that our model
for learning a rigid Lambek grammar from strutured data represents a rst, simple but
meaningful approximation of a more plausible model of learning.
In any ase, even though in most of real-world appliations only unstrutured data are
available, we are often interested not only in the sentenes that a grammar derives, but
also in derivation strings that grammar assigns to sentenes. That is, we generally want a
grammar that makes strutural sense.
9.1 Grammatial Inferene as Uniation
We set our inquiry over the learnability for rigid Lambek grammars in the more general
logial framework of the Theory of Uniation. We will stik to the approah desribed
in [Ni99℄ based on the attempt to redue the proess of inferring a ategorial grammar
to the problem of unifying a set of terms. This approah establishes a fruitful onnetion
between Indutive Logi Programming tehniques and the eld of Grammatial Inferene, a
onnetion that has already been proved suessful in devising eient algorithms to infer
k-valued CCGs from positive strutured data (see [Kan98℄). Our aim is to exploit as muh as
possible what has already been done in this diretion by exploring the possibility of adapting
existing algorithms for CCGs to rigid Lambek grammars.
9.2 Argument Nodes and Typing Algorithm
Our learning algorithm is based on a proess of labeling for the nodes of a set of proof tree
strutures. We introdue here the notion of argument node for a normal form proof tree. We
will be a bit sloppy in dening suh a notion, and sometimes we will use the same notation
to indiate a node and the type it's labeled by, when this doesn't engender onfusion, and
muh will be left to the graphial interpretation of trees and their nodes. However, we an
always think of a node as a De Bruijn-like objet (see [dB72℄) without substantially aeting
the meaning of what will be proved.
Denition 9.1 Let P be a normal form partial parse tree. Let's dene indutively the set
Arg(P) of argument nodes of P. There are three ases to onsider:
 P is a single node labeled by a type x, whih is the only member of Arg(P).
 P looks like one of the following
G G
P1 P1
D D
P2 P2
\E /E
B B
,
A A\B B/A A
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then in the rst ase
Arg(P) = {Root(P)} ∪ Arg(P1) ∪ Arg(P2)− {Root(P2)},
and in the seond ase
Arg(P) = {Root(P)} ∪ Arg(P1) ∪ Arg(P2)− {Root(P1)}.
 P looks like one of the following
G, [A]
P1
B B
[A], G
P1
\I /I
A\B B/A
,
then Arg(P) = Arg(P1).
The following proposition justies our interest for argument nodes for a normal form
proof tree struture:
Proposition 9.2 Let t be a well formed normal form proof tree struture. If eah argument
node is labeled, then any other node in t an be labeled with one and only one type.
Proof. We prove that, one argument nodes are labeled, any other node an be labeled, by
providing a typing algorithm; uniqueness of typing follows from the rules applied.
By indution on the height h of t:
Indution Basis. There are two ases to onsider:
1. h = 0. Trivially, by denition 9.1, t is a single argument node, the result of the
appliation of a single axiom rule [ID] and by denition it's already typed.
2. h = 1. Then t must be the result of a single appliation of a [/E] or [\E] rule. By
hypothesis and denition 9.1, its two argument nodes are labeled with, say, x1 and x2,
and the remaining node must be labeled aording to one of the following rules:
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\E \E /E /E
x2 x2 x2 x2
x1 x1 x1 x1
x\x2 1
®
®
x /x1 2
,
Indution Step. Let t be a normal form proof tree struture of height h > 1. There are
3 ases to onsider:
1. t ≡ \E(t1, t2). Sine, by hypothesis, eah node in Arg(t) = {Root(t)} ∪ Arg(t1) ∪
Arg(t2) − {Root(t2)}, is labeled, then also Root(t) is labeled with, say, x2. For the
same reason, any node of Arg(t1) is labeled, too, and so, by indution hypothesis, t1
is fully (and uniquely) labeled. In partiular its root is labeled with, say, x1. Sine t
is well formed, t2 annot be the result of the appliation of a [/I] rule, and sine t is
normal, t2 annot be the result of the appliation of a [\I] rule, so its root node is an
argument node of its, too. By hypothesis, eah node in Arg(t2) − {Root(t2)} has a
type, so we an apply the following rule:
x1
t1t1
x \x1 2
t2t2
x2x2
\E\E
®
x1
and t2 has all of its argument nodes (uniquely) labeled. So, by indution hypothesis,
its fully and uniquely labeled, and so is t.
2. t ≡ /E(t1, t2). Analogous to ase 1.
3. t ≡ \I(t1) or t ≡ /I(t1). By denition, Arg(t) = Arg(t1), then by hypothesis, any ar-
gument node in t1 is labeled. Then, by indution hypothesis, t1 is fully (and uniquely)
labeled, and sine t is well-formed, there must be at least two undisharged leaves in
t1. So t an be fully labeled aording, respetively, to the following rules:
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\I\I
x\x2 1
x1x1
t1t1
x2 [x ]2
®
... ... ... ...
/I/I
x /x1 2
x1x1
t1t1
x2 [x ]2
®
,
where x2 labels, respetively, the leftmost and the rightmost undisharged leaf.
The proof of the previous proposition has impliitly dened an algorithm for labeling in
the most general way the nodes of a normal form proof tree struture.
Denition 9.3 A prinipal parse of a proof tree struture t is a partial parse tree T of t,
suh that for any other partial parse tree T ′ of t, there exists a substitution σ suh that, if
a node of t is labeled by type A in T , it's labeled by σ(A) in T ′.
From the proof of proposition 9.2 it's easy to devise an algorithm to get a prinipal parse
for any well formed normal form proof tree struture.
Prinipal Parse Algorithm
 Input: a well formed normal form proof tree struture t;
 Output: a prinipal parse T of t in a Lambek grammar G.
Step 1. Label with distint variables eah argument node in t;
Step 2. Compute the types for the remaining nodes aording to the rules desribed in
the proof of proposition 9.2.
Obviously, this algorithm always terminates. If T is the resulting parse, we an easily
prove it's prinipal. If T ′ is another parse for t, let's dene a substitution σ in the following
way: for eah variable x ∈ V ar(G), nd the (unique, for onstrution) node in T labeled
by x, and let σ(x) be the type labeling the same node in T ′. By indution on A ∈ Tp(G)
(where Tp(G) is the set of all subtypes appearing in a Lambek Grammar G), we prove that
if A labels a node of T , σ(A) labels the orresponding node of T ′.
Indution Basis. If A ∈ V ar, this holds by denition.
Indution Step. Let A = B\C labels a node of T . Then the relevant part of T must
look like one of the following ases:
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 First ase:
B B\C
C
\E
By indution hypothesis, the orresponding part of T ′ looks like:
s(B)
s(C)
\E
A´
Then A′ = σ(B)\σ(C) = σ(B\C) = σ(A).
 Seond ase:
[B]
C
B\C
\I
By indution hypothesis, the orresponding part of T ′ looks like:
[ (B)]s
s(C)
A´
\I
Then A′ = σ(B)\σ(C) = σ(B\C) = σ(A).
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The ase A = C/B is entirely similar, thus ompleting the indution.
It follows that if a node of T is labeled by A, then the orresponding node of T ′ is labeled
by σ(A). That is to say, with a small abuse of notation, T ′ = σ(T ).
9.3 RLG Algorithm
Our algorithm (alled RLG from Rigid Lambek Grammar) takes as its input a nite set D
of proof tree strutures over a nite alphabet Σ and returns a rigid Lambek grammar G over
the same alphabet whose struture language ontains (properly) D, if it exists; a orret
statement that there's no suh a rigid Lambek grammar otherwise.
Our algorithm is based on the type algorithm desribed in setion 9.2 and on the uni-
ation algorithm desribed in setion 8.2.
RLG Algorithm.
 input: a nite set D of proof tree strutures.
 output: a rigid Lambek grammar G suh that D ⊂ PL(G), if there is one.
We illustrate the algorithm using the following example:
\E
/I
\E
a girl
\E
/E /E
\E
loves
him
passionately
[ ]
a girl
/E
loves /E
John,D={
{
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Step 1. Normalize all the proof tree strutures in D, if they are not normal, aording
to the rules desribed in setion 6.3.
Step 2. Assign a type to eah node of the struture in D as follows:
1. Assign s to eah root node.
2. Assign distint variables to the argument nodes.
/I
\E
a
girl
\E
/E
/E
\E
loves
him
passionately
[ ]x5
a
girl
/E
loves
/E
John
,
s
s
x1
x3
x4
x8
x6
x7x2
\E
3. Compute types for the remaining nodes aording to the rules desribed in proposition
9.2.
/I
\E
a girl
\E
/E /E
\E
loves
him
passionately
[ ]x5 a girl
/E
loves /E
John
,
s
s
x1
x3
x4
x8
x6
x7
x2
\E
x/x3 4
x \x3 2
(x \x )/x3 2 5
x /x2 5 (x /x )\x2 5 1
x \s1
x \s6
x /x7 8
(x \s)/x6 7
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Step 3. Collet the types assigned to the leaf nodes into a grammar GF (D) alled the
general form indued by D. In general, GF (D) : c 7→ A if and only if the previous step
assigns A to a leaf node labeled by symbol c.
GF (D) : passionately 7→ x1\s
him 7→ (x2/x5)\x1
a 7→ x3/x4, x7/x8
girl 7→ x4, x8
loves 7→ (x3\x2)/x5, (x6\s)/x7
John 7→ x6
Step 4. Unify the types assigned to the same symbol. Let A = {{A | GF (D) : c 7→
A} | c ∈ dom(GF (D))}, and ompute σ = mgu(A). The algorithm fails if uniation fails.
σ = {x7 7→ x3, x8 7→ x4, x6 7→ x3, x2 7→ s, x5 7→ x3}
Step 5. Let RLG(D) = σ[GF (D)].
RLG(D) : passionately 7→ x1\s
him 7→ (s/x3)\x1
a 7→ x3/x4
girl 7→ x4
loves 7→ (x3\s)/x3
John 7→ x3
Our algorithm is based on the prinipal parse algorithm desribed in the previous
setion, whih has been proved to be orret and terminate, and the uniation algorithm
desribed in setion 8.2. The result is, intuitively, the most general rigid Lambek Grammar
whih an generate all the proof tree strutures appearing in the input sequene.
9.4 Properties of RLG
In the present setion we prove some properties of the RLG algorithm that will be helpful
to study its behaviour in the limit.
The following lemma is almost trivial but it will play an important role in the onvergene
proof for the RLG algorithm. It simply states that the tree language of the grammar inferred
just after the labeling of the strutures properly ontains the sample strutures.
Lemma 9.4 Let D be the input set of proof tree strutures for the RLG algorithm. Then
the set of the proof tree strutures generated by the `general form' grammar ontains properly
D. That is, D ⊂ PL(GF (D)).
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Proof. Let D = {T1, . . . , Tn}. The labeling of the nodes of the strutures in D that preedes
the onstrution of GF (D) in fat forms a parse tree Pi of GF (D) for eah struture Ti in
D. This shows D ⊆ PL(GF (D)). The proper inlusion follows trivially from the fat that
D is by hypothesis a nite set, while PL(G), the set of proof tree strutures generated by a
Lambek grammar G, is always innite.
Lemma 9.5 Eah variable x ∈ V ar(GF (D)) labels a unique node in a unique parse tree
of D.
Proof. Obviously, by onstrution, if x ∈ V ar(GF (D)), then there must be an i ∈ N suh
that x labels one of the nodes of a parse tree Pi. Sine, by onstrution, for eah i 6= j
the sets of variables that label Pi are disjoint, x appears in one and only one Pi. Besides,
sine variables are assigned only during the rst phase of the type-assignment proess of our
algorithm, again by onstrution eah variable labels only one node in the dedution tree.
The following lemma makes expliit the relation between the grammar inferred just after
the labeling of the strutures in the algorithm RLG, and the struture language of the rigid
grammar we are trying to infer.
Lemma 9.6 Let D be a nite set of proof tree strutures. Then, for any Lambek grammar
G, the following are equivalent:
(i) D ⊆ PL(G)
(ii) There is a substitution σ suh that σ[GF (D)] ⊆ G.
Proof. (ii)⇒(i). Suppose there is a substitution σ suh that σ[GF (D)] ⊆ G. Then, from
proposition 6.32, we have that PL(GF (D)) ⊆ PL(G). This, together with lemma 9.4 proves
(i).
(i) ⇒(ii). Let D = {T1, . . . , Tn} and let Pi be GF (D)'s parse of Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Assume D ⊆ PL(G). Then G has a parse Qi of eah Ti. Dene a substitution σ as follows:
for eah variable x ∈ V ar(GF (D)), nd a (unique, due to lemma 9.5) Pi that ontains a
(unique, again due to lemma 9.5) node labeled by x, and let σ(x) be the type labeling the
orresponding node of Qi. We show that
if A labels a node of some Pi, then σ(A) labels the orresponding node of Qi.
Proof. By indution onA ∈ Tp(GF (D)) = {T | T is a subtype of someB ∈ range(GF (D))}):
Indution basis. If A ∈ V ar, this holds by denition. If A = t, then any node labeled by
A in {P1, . . . ,Pn} is the root node of some Pi. Sine Qi is a parse tree of G, the root node
of Qi must be labeled by t.
Indution step. Let A = B\C labels a node of Pi. Then the relevant part of Pi must
look like one of the two following ases:
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 First ase
B B\C
C
\E
t
By indution hypothesis, the orresponding part of Qi looks like:
s(B)
s(C)
\E
t
A´
Then A′ = σ(B)\σ(C) = σ(B\C) = σ(A).
 Seond ase
t
[B]
C
B\C
\I
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By indution hypothesis, the orresponding part of Qi looks like:
t
[ (B)]s
s(C)
A´
\I
Then again A′ = σ(B)\σ(C) = σ(B\C) = σ(A).
The ase A = C/B is entirely similar, thus ompleting the indution. It follows that if
GF (D) : c 7→ A, then G : c 7→ σ(A). Therefore, σ[GF (D)] ⊆ G.
The following proposition establishes an if and only if relation between the inlusion
of our set of positive samples D in a tree language generated by a rigid grammar G and the
suessful termination of the RLG algorithm when it has D as its input set. Even more,
we have that the rigid grammar inferred by the algorithm is not larger than the rigid
grammar G.
Proposition 9.7 Let D be a nite set of proof tree strutures. Then, for any rigid grammar
G, the following are equivalent:
(i) D ⊆ PL(G);
(ii) RLG(D) exists and RLG(D) ⊑ G (equivalently, there is a substitution τ suh that
τ [RLG(D)] ⊆ G).
Proof. (ii)⇒ (i) follows from lemma 9.6 and the fat that RLG(D) is a substitution instane
of GF (D).
(i)⇒ (ii). Assume that G is a rigid grammar suh that D ⊆ PL(G). By lemma 9.6 there
is a substitution σ suh that σ[GF (D)] ⊆ G. Sine G is a rigid grammar, σ[GF (D)] is also a
rigid grammar. Then σ unies the family A = {{A | GF (D) : c 7→ A} | c ∈ dom(GF (D))}.
This means that RLG(D) exists and RLG(D) = σ0[GF (D)], where σ0 = mgu(A). Then
there is a substitution τ suh that σ = τ ◦ σ0. Therefore, τ [RLG(D)] = τ [σ0[GF (D)]] =
(τ ◦ σ0)[GF (D)] = σ[GF (D)]. By assumption, σ[GF (D)] ⊆ G, so τ [RLG(D)] ⊆ G.
Corollary 9.8 Let D1 and D2 be two nite sets of proof tree strutures suh that D1 ⊆ D2.
If RLG(D2) exists, RLG(D1) also exists and RLG(D1) ⊑ RLG(D2) and PL(RLG(D1)) ⊆
PL(RLG(D2)).
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Proof. Immediate from proposition 9.7, noting that if D1 ⊆ D2, then {G ∈ Grigid | D1 ⊆
PL(G)} ⊇ {G ∈ Grigid | D2 ⊆ PL(G)}.
Denition 9.9 Let ϕRLG be the learning funtion for the grammar system 〈Grigid,ΣP ,PL〉
dened as follows:
1
ϕRLG(〈T0, . . . , Tn〉) ≃ RLG({T0, . . . , Tn}).
Thanks to previous propositions and lemmas we are able to prove the onvergene for
the RLG algorithm:
Theorem 9.10 ϕRLG learns Grigid from strutures.
Proof. We prove that ϕRLG learns the lass of rigid Lambek grammars from proof tree
strutures.
Let G be any rigid Lambek grammar and let 〈Ti〉i∈N be an innite sequene enumerating
PL(G). For eah i ∈ N, {T0, . . . , Ti} ⊆ PL(G), so by proposition 9.7 ϕRLG(〈T0, . . . , Ti〉) =
RLG({T0, . . . , Ti}) is dened and
ϕRLG(〈T0, . . . , Ti〉) ⊑ ϕRLG(〈T0, . . . , Ti+1〉),
by orollary 9.8, and
ϕRLG(〈T0, . . . , Ti〉) ⊑ G.
Sine, by orollary 6.41, there are only nitely many Lambek grammars G′′ ⊑ G, ϕRLG
must onverge on 〈Ti〉i∈N to some G
′
. Then PL(G) = {Ti | i ∈ N} ⊆ PL(G
′). Sine G′ ⊑ G,
by proposition 6.32, PL(G′) ⊆ PL(G). Therefore, PL(G′) = PL(G).
When RLG is applied suessively to a sequene of inreasing set of proof tree strutures
D0 ⊂ D1 ⊂ D2 ⊂ · · · , it is more eient to make use of the previous value RLG(Di−1) to
ompute the urrent value RLG(Di).
Denition 9.11 If G is a rigid Lambek grammar and D is a nite set of proof tree stru-
tures, then let
RLG(2)(G,D) ≃ G ⊔RLG(D).
Lemma 9.12 If D1 and D2 are two nite sets of proof tree strutures,
RLG(2)(RLG(D1), D2) ≃ RLG(D1 ∪D2).
1
Reall that the symbol ≃ means that either both sides are dened and are equal, or else both sides are
undened
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Proof. (See [Kan98℄). Suppose that RLG(2)(RLG(D1), D2) is dened. By lemma 8.15,
RLG(D1) ⊑ RLG(2)(RLG(D1), D2) and RLG(D2) = RLG(2)(RLG(D1), D2). This implies
that D1 ∪ D2 ⊆ PL(RLG
(2)(RLG(D1), D2)), so by proposition 9.7, RLG(D1 ∪ D2) exists
and RLG(D1 ∪D2) ⊑ RLG(2)(RLG(D1), D2).
Suppose now that RLG(D1 ∪D2) is dened. By orollary 9.8, RLG(D1) and RLG(D2)
exist and RLG(D1) ⊑ RLG(D1∪D2) and RLG(D2) ⊑ RLG(D1∪D2). Then RLG(D1∪D2)
is an upper bound of {RLG(D1), RLG(D2)}. By proposition 8.16, RLG(D1)⊔RLG(D2) =
RLG(2)(RLG(D1), D2) exists and RLG
(2)(RLG(D1), D2) ⊑ RLG(D1 ∪D2).
Thus it has been proved that if one of RLG(2)(RLG(D1), D2) and RLG(D1 ∪ D2) is
dened the other is dened and they are equal.
Proposition 9.13 ϕRLG has the following properties:
(i) ϕRLG learns Grigid prudently.
(ii) ϕRLG is responsive and onsistent on Grigid.
(iii) ϕRLG is set-driven.
(iv) ϕRLG is onservative.
(v) ϕRLG is monotone inreasing.
(vi) ϕRLG is inremental.
Proof.
(i) Sine range(ϕRLG) ⊆ Grigid, ϕRLG learns Grigid prudently.
(ii) If D ⊆ L for some L ∈ PLrigid, then by proposition 9.7 RLG(D) exists and by lemma
9.6 D ⊆ PL(RLG(D)). This means that ϕRLG is responsive and onsistent on Grigid.
(iii) ϕRLG is set-driven by denition.
(iv) Let T ∈ PL(RLG(D)). Then D∪{T } ⊂ PL(RLG(D)). By proposition 9.7, RLG(D∪
{T }) exists and RLG(D∪{T }) ⊑ RLG(D). By orollary 9.8 we have also RLG(D) ⊑
RLG(D ∪ {T }). This shows that ϕRLG is onservative.
(v) Trivial from orollary 9.8.
(vi) Dene a omputable funtion ψ : Grigid × ΣP → Grigid as follows:
ψ(G, T ) ≃
{
RLG(2)(G, {T }) if G ∈ Grigid and RLG({T }) is dened,
undened otherwise.
Then by lemma 9.12, ϕRLG(〈T0, . . . , Ti+1〉) ≃ ψ(ϕRLG(〈T0, . . . , Ti〉), Ti+1).
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10 Conlusion and Further Researh
This work aims at making a further step in the diretion of bridging the gap whih still
separates any formal/omputational theory of learning from a meaningful formal linguisti
theory.
We have introdued the basi notions of Formal Learnability Theory as rst formulated
by E.M. Gold in 1967, and of Lambek Grammars, whih appeared for the rst time in an
artile of 1958.
The former, whih is one of the rst ompletely formal desriptions of the proess of gram-
matial inferene, after an initial skeptiism about its eetive appliability, is at present to
objet of a renewed interest due to some meaningful and promising learnabiluty results.
Even the latter, long negleted by the linguisti ommunity, is experiening a strong
renewed interest as a onsequene of reent linguistis ahievements whih point at formal
grammars ompletely lexialized, as Lambek grammars are. Even if they're still far from
being the ultimate formal devie for the formalization of human linguistis ompetene,
they're universally looked at as a promising tool for further developments of omputational
linguistis.
In the present work we've drawn the attention to a partiular lass of Lambek grammars
alled rigid Lambek grammars, and we've proved that they are learnable in Gold's framework
from a strutured input. We've used most reent results by Hans-Joerg Tiede for formally
dene our notion of struture for a sentene: he has reently proved that the proof tree
language generated by a Lambek grammar stritly ontains the tree language generated by
ontext-free grammars. His notion of a proof as the grammatial struture of a sentene in a
ategorial grammar is also useful in providing a natural support to a Montagovian semantis
for that sentene. Therefore, our hoie for a strutured input for our learning algorithm in
the form of proof tree strutures is not gratuitous, but it's oherent with the mainstream
of (psyho-)linguistis theories about rst language learning whih stress the importane of
providing the learner with informatioannly and semantially rih input in the proess of her
language aquisition.
We believe it to be a partial but meaningful result, whih one more shows how versatile
and powerful an be this learning theory, one negleted beause it was widely held that it
ouldn't but aount for the learnability of most trivial lasses of grammars.
Muh is left to be done along many diretions. First of all, there's still no real theory
of rigid, or k-valued, Lambek grammars: we still know very few formal properties of suh
grammars whih seem to have an undisputable linguisti interest. We still lak, for example,
a hierarhy theorem for languages generated by k-valued Lambek grammars.
Another important point whih is still unanswered lies in the deidibility for PL(G1) ⊆
PL(G2) for G1, G2 Lambek grammars, that is deiding whether the tree language generated
by a grammar is ontained in the tree language generated by another one, for any two gram-
mars. Suh a question is deidable for the non-assoiative variant of Lambek grammars.
Proving this question deidable would allow as to very esaily devise a learning algorithm for
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k-valued Lambek grammars.
Our learnability result is in our opinion a rst step toward a more onvining and lin-
guistially plausible model of learning for k-valued Lambek grammars from less and less
struturally rih input. Needless to say, learning from suh an informationally rih input
like proof-tree strutures are hardly has any linguisti plausibility. On the other hand the
deep onnetions between proof tree strutures for a sentene in Lambek grammars and its
Montague-like semantis seems to address to a more onvining model for learning based
both on syntati and semanti information.
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